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ABSTRACT
The thesis consists of the following three parts; 
PART I
Chapter I: M0LLER'S THEORY ON ENERGY AND ITS LOCALIZATION
AND ITS APPLICATION TO STATIC FIELDS
The difficulties of the Einstein canonical 
momentum-energy pseudo-tensor are discussed. Miller's 
new theory on the concept of energy and its localization 
in general relativity is summarized (and its application 
by Miller criticized)and applied^ to find that the energy 
of the Schwarzschild fields is equal to the gravitational 
mass of, and resides inside, the material system 
associated with the fields.
Chapter II: THE ELSCTROMGNETIC ENERGY AND THE GRAVITATIONAL 
mss OF A CHARGED PARTICLE IN GENERAL RELATIVITY 
The electromagnetic energy ^  of the field of a 
charged particle is calculated using Miller's new theory.
The contribution of ^  to the gravitational mass of the 
particle is investigated. Contrary to currently accepted
ideas it is shown that ^  increases the (newtonian)
gravitational mass of the particle by an amount which is
precisely the mass-equivalence of ^  .
PART II
ENERGY IN PLANE GRAVITATIONAL lYAVES 
OF FINITE DURATION
The result that the passage of plane gravitational 
waves impart a relative velocity to test particles
originally at relative rest, first obtained by Bondi, 
^irani and Robinson using groups of motions, is obtained 
here by more direct and mathematically easier methods 
using only the geodesic equations. This effect shows that 
these waves must carry energy.Miller’s result that these 
waves carry no energy is discussed.
PAOT III
OBSERVABLE RELATIONS IN RELATIVISTIG COSMOLOGY
A new observational criterion likely to solve 
the '* cosmological problem** is formulated. It incorporates 
the fundamental property that an evolving expanding 
universe must be more congested at great distances than it 
is in the cosmic neighbourhood of the observer, while a 
steady-state universe must exhibit the same congestion 
at all distancesIt is shown chat chis congestion, 
measured in suitable statistical terms by the ratio of 
the angular separation of galaxies from their neighbour 
galaxies to the angular diameter of the galaxies 
themselves, is proportional to ( /f2/ iu an evolving 
universe; it is independent of % , the red-shift, in
a steady-state universe.
The applicability of the criterion and the 
angular diameter of a galaxy in special relativity are 
also discussed.
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NOTATION
The following notation has consistently been
used throughout this thesis;
Greek indices ^  ,..... ^ assume
the values 1, 2, 3, 4.
Latin indices Ct , h ^  , .... assume
the values 1, 2, 3, ONLY.
Einstein's summation convention is used throughout.
c l the metric (of signature -2) 
of a general Rieramanian 4-space.
The fundamental metric tensor
^  Determinant j
Temporal coordinate
Jt Spatial coordinates
Comma (,) denotes nartial differentiation (e.g. ü cz __
C Fundamental velocity (sometimes taken to be
unity).
Y ^UAy) ( Christoffel 
symbol of the second kind)
The ne Antonian gravitational constant ( G ) is taken to
be unity throughout.
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PART I 
Chapter I
Miller's Theory on Energy and its Localization in 
General Relativity and its Application to Static Fields
Chapter II
The Electromagnetic Energy and the Gravitational Mass 
of a Charged Particle in General Relativity
/ /
CHAPTER I
Mx5ller*s Theory on Energy and its Localization in 
General Relativity and its application to Static Fields
1. Introduction
The difficulties of the Einstein canonical 
momentum-energy pseudo-tensor, ,
have often been pointed out in various books on 
relativity theory (1), (2) and explicitly been discussed 
in recent papers by Bergman (3), M/ller (4) and Komar (^ ) 
and are briefly summarized in §2* An attempt to overcome 
many of these difficulties was made by Miller (4) in 
1958. M/ller applied his theory (4) to find the energy 
of the exterior Schwarzschild field. But, although he 
obtains the expected results, his application is somewhat 
incomplete and unsatisfactory; it also gives no results 
at all as to the localization of this energy which is 
one of the merits of this theory. It is the object of 
this chapter to obtain the same results in a more 
explicit way and, at the same time, to find where the 
energy is localized.
We first give a brief summary of Miller's theory 
in §5. Some of the advantages and limitations of the 
theory are also pointed out. The theory is applied in §4
!Z
and §5 to find the energy of the exterior and interior 
Schwarzschild fields respectively. It is found that the 
energy of the exterior field is zero while the energy of 
the interior field is equal to the gravitational mass of 
the material system associated with the fields. The 
conclusion is that all the gravitational energy resides 
wholly inside the material system associated with the 
fields•
Difficulties of the Einstein 
momentum-energy pseudo-tensor, C//5
In this theory the total momentum-energy ,
inside a 3-space — , is given by (6)
(2.1)
Ail
where 0 ^  is the momentum-energy pseudo-tensor density 
defined by
is the momentum-energy tehsor of the material
system and is referred to as the "potential
gravitational momentum-energy" of the field. 27 is
P
defined in terms of the Lagrangian
/3
by
-
where
7
(2.4)
(see, for example, (1).)
The quantities can be expressed in the form of
"plain divergence" given by (7)
or in the more useful form 
A- /
1
(2.5)
(2.6)
where
(2.7)
Expressions (2.6), (2.7) were first discovered by 
Freud (8) and, apparently, re-discovered by M/ller (4). 
Using (2.6) in (2.1) we get
L  , .ince
=  7]£dS (2,8)
Id
by Gauss's theorem. 77^ is a unit vector normal to the
surface element clS , and S is a closed surface
enclosing . Equation (2.8) states that to find ^ ^
/ ^  ^  /we only need the values of (i.e. the values
of Cjf and its derivatives) on the surface 5  
(7^ satisfies the conservation law
—  C  (2.-9)
as is also apparent from (2.6) and the antisymmetry of
/ " V in ^  f y  • The identification expressed by 
equation (1.1) follows from the conservation law (2.9).
A closer examination of the above formulation, 
however, reveals a number of difficulties which make 
the use of the theory very limited.
It folloi-^ s directly from equation (2.9) that 
is not a true tensor density; i.e. it does not behave 
like a tensor density under general space-time coordinate 
transformations, not even under purely spatial transforma­
tions (i.e. transformations not involving the time 
coordinate). The non-tensorial character of 0 ^  also 
follows from equations (2.3), (2.4) defining the pseudo­
tensor ^^ since X  is not a true scalar density. 
This is the greatest disadvantage of the theory and, in 
the last analysis, the origin of the difficulties of 
this theory. In particular 0 ^  does not behave like
/r
a scalar density under general space-time or even under- 
purely spatial coordinate transformations. It also 
follows from equations (2.5), (2.4) that is a
function of the derivatives of of order not
greater than the first. This implies the existence of 
a coordinate system (normal coordinates) in which ^ ^  
is zero at any arbitrary world point. Schrodinger (9) 
has proved that when the exterior Schwarz schild field 
is written in the form
/ ^
all the components of vanish identically.
A number of examples were given to demonstrate 
the defects of the theory. Bauer (10), for example, has 
shown that by expressing the Minkowski space-time in 
spherical polar coordinates we get an infinite value 
for the total energy. The same absurd result is 
obtained when we calculate the energy of the exterior 
Schwarzschild field when the latter is expressed in the 
form
The situation is confused even more by the
/ 6
different pseudo-tensors introduced by Landau and 
Lifschitz (11) and Goldberg (3^). Bergmann’s work has 
shown (3) that the components of these canonical 
momentum-energy pseudo-tensors may be thought of as the 
generators of infinitesimal coordinate transformations. 
Corresponding to the rigid parallel displacement of 
the coordinate origin.
As a result of the above mentioned difficulties 
it became doubtful v/hether the expression (2.1) or (2.8) 
has any physical meaning at all.
Einstein, however, has shovm (15) that by 
restricting the coordinate system to be quasi-galilean 
equation (2.8) gives physically well defined results 
for the whole of the 5-space XL , i.e. when S is
the surface at spatial infinity. By a quasi-galilean 
system of coordinates we mean a coordinate system in 
which approach , the Minkowski space-time
metric tensor, at spatial infinity. is defined by
More precisely when satisfy the so-called
Sinstein-Klein conditions
(2.10)
0(
n
then (m )
'5
From equation (2.9) we get
(2.11)
£/ I  cix'dxMx^  I  Qy^ dx'dx'^ dx^ O^
J-a
Transforming the second integral into a surface integral 
by Gauss's theorem and using (2.11), we get (with )
« ' ' A  ^
Therefore
(2.12)
J^l
Therefore under the conditions (2.10)  ^ has
the following desirable properties
(1) ^ i s  a constant of "time". Also,
(2) is a free vector, i.e. it transforms as
a vector under the linear coordinate transformations
where are constants.
(3) is invariant under all "spatially
localized transformations", i.e. transformations 
under which conditions (2.10) remain unchanged.
(For a proof of these properties see, for example,
Einstein (]J), Miller (6), Frautman (14).)
I?
It is appropriate to quote here the following results 
obtained by the present author.
The most general spherically symmetric metric, 
in isotropic coordinates, is of the form
~ h / s C ^ ) (2 .1 5)
where
(2.14)
and functions of }r only. We
assume, further, that <^C^) , satisfy the
Einstein-Klein conditions (2.10) as r'— We shall 
find the total energy of the field described by (2.15).
Using equations (2.5) or.* (2.6) and (2.7) we 
find that , for the metric (2.13), is given by
where
'6 (2.16)
and
fCj
No approximation is involved in these results. •
Substituting in (2.12) we ^ t for the
total energy £  „
where _J2 is the whole of 3-space. Changing (2.18) 
into a surface integral by Gauss's theorem, we get
In "spherical polar" coordinates this reads
(2.19)
Returning to the Einstein formulation of 
momentum-energy we see that although the properties of 
listed above are very satisfactory they are 
valid only in a quasi-galilean coordinate system. Also, 
the theory gives an answer only for the total momentum- 
energy of the whole of the 3-space t: - constant. 
Further, according to modern radiation theory conditions 
(2.10) are too stringent to allow radiation. This 
limitation, however, can be avoided by imposing different 
conditions on the metric tensor, so that radiation is 
allowed, while the properties (1), (2), (3) are still
valid. This was done by Trautman (14) but, again, the 
above properties hold for a specific coordinate system, 
In the following section we summarize the theory 
proposed by Miller which overcomes many of the above 
difficulties of the Einstein canonical momentum-energy 
pseudo-tensor, is applicable to any coordinate system 
and can be applied to find the energy of any part of 
the 3-space ^ = constant, i.e. it deals with the 
localization of energy.
2 /
Summary of M/ller's theory on energy and its 
 localization in general relativity____
The theory proposed by Miller in 1958 to 
overcome many of the difficulties of the Einstein momentum- 
energy pseudo-tensor, , pointed out in §2, as
presented in his first paper (4)^is the following:
He observed that the condition (2.9) i.e.
does not uniquely determine 0 ^  ^ is determined
within a quantity Sfi with identically vanishing 
divergence (i.e. 0 ). He uses this freedom
to define a new momentum-energy pseudo-tensor, J » by
^ where Oyg is chosen so that
(i)
(ii) I d x ' ^  O when the coordinates
used are quasi-galilean and is the whole of
5-space ^ = constant.
(iii) behaves like a 4-vector density under all
spatial coordinate transformations
^  ^  — A
%  -=z
(CK =r J', ?)
Condition (ii) ensures that this theory agrees
22.
with Einstein's theory when the latter is applicable 
at all (i.e. when the coordinates used are quasi-galilean)
5 ac
^ satisfying conditions 
(i), (ii), (iii) Miller took
%
where ^ i s  defined by (2.7) i.e.
5 ^  added to the new momentum-energy pseudo­
tensor can finally be reduced to
V
(5.2)
where
From (3.2) and the antisymmetry of in $/
r gy
^ J O ? from which 
follows the usual interpretation that the momentum- 
ehergy is given by
■ L
(5.4)
where XL is now any part of the system or any part of
25
the 3-space surrounding the system. This in essence is 
Miller's theory.
Discussion and Criticisms
Miller has studied the transformation 
properties of ^ p  in great detail (15)* He found 
that, for the spatial transformations (3.1), j 
transforms according to the law
or
(5.6a)
and
f :  =  r *
as is easily seen from the equations (3*1), (3.5)• It 
follows that the main advantages of the new theory 
over Einstein's theory are the following:
has the great merit in behaving like a 
4-vector density (see (3.5)) under all spatial 
coordinate transformations (3.1). In particular, as
^ behaves like a scalar density
and the momentum density "7^^ behaves like a vector
density under the transformations (3.1). This means
that in changing the coordinate system, for example,
from "cartesian" coordinates to "spherical polar"
coordinates, we no longer get the absurd results that
we would other\^ ise get by using Einstein's theory. Also,
, the volume throughout which the energy is
calculated, need no longer be the whole of the 3-space 
t, - constant. It is, therefore, meaningful in this
theory to talk about "localization of energy".
On the other hand, from the point of view of 
general relativity theory. Miller's theory has the
T 'A'^ behaves like a 4-vector 
density only under spatial coordinate transformations 
of the type (3*1). As a result it seems that the 
theory can be used with certainty only when the fields 
are static. The theory becomes less certain (if 
applicable at all) in the case of non-static fields (see 
part II). In this part of the thesis we shall only be 
concerned with static fields.
Although the theory as presented in (4) seems 
rather arbitrary the same results were obtained later 
by M/ller (3^) in a most elegant way from a variational 
principle using the method of infinitesimal transforma-
2 ^
/tions. He proved that the in (2*7) follow from
a variational principle in which the integrand is the
defined hy (2.3) while defined
by (3•5) follow from a variational principle in which 
the integrand is the scalar curvature density 
defined by
where is the Ricci tensor.
The vector character of 7 ^  under the spatial 
coordinate transformations (3*1) is also proved very 
clearly in (13)»
The theory was applied by M/ller (16) in 
investigating the energy in gravitational waves. These 
fields being non-static, however, and in view of the 
effect gravitational waves have on test particles, 
discussed by Bondi, Pirani and Robinson and obtained 
in a different way in part II of this thesis, the 
results obtained by M/ller do not seem altogether 
satisfactory.
IG
§4. The energy of the exterior Schwarzschild field
The exterior Schwarzschild field is described 
by the spherically-symmetric static metric
This is the field associated with a "spherical" material 
system situated at the origin of the spatial 
coordinates, and it holds only throughout the space 
exterior to the material system. The solution (4.1) 
was first obtained by Schwarzschild (]^) (see also (!))• 
To avoid discussing the singularity at 
and its possible physical meaning we shall assume that 
the material system has a "radius" ^  , say, greater
than . This is in agreement with the restrictions
which the interior solution (see §5) imposes on the size 
of a material system. In view of the discussion in 
chapter II (part I) we would like to emphasize that the 
^  appearing in (4.1) is the (Newtonian) gravitational 
mass of the material system. This is proved by 
considering the behaviour of a neutral test particle 
moving in the field (4.2) at large distances from the 
system, where the 3-space ^ = constant is 
approximately Euclidean, and then comparing it v/ith the 
corresponding classical case (18).
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With these preliminary remarks we proceed to 
calculate the energy of the field described by (4.1) 
using the theory summarized in §5.
From (3.2), (3*4) we get for the energy £, , 
ao ( ^  r ^  ^
(^*2)
^ U /K
where we have taken (  ^ ^^ ^j^)
Using (3*3) to evaluate ’ with given by
(4.1) we find that
H  (^.5)
Therefore,
(...)
=  o
It follows from (4.2), (4.4) that i.e. the energy
of the field outside the material system is zero.
Criticisms of M/ller's application
M/ller uses his theory to find the energy of 
the field (4.1) in the following way (4):
He uses the expression (3*3), for the momentum-
28
energy pseudo-tensor , in (3.4) and transforms the
integral for the momentum-energy (3*4) into a surface 
integral, by Gauss’s theorem, in the form
where he takes as
d 5  ^=. J~p^  <f> f o j
(4.5)
(4.6)
is the determinant of the spacial metric tensor
the case of (4.1)).
Then M/ller calculates ^  ^ is equal to
^  ^~p ^ / By expanding suid neglecting
terms in for he obtains
\ i f r ' ^  =
Substituting this in (4.5) he finds for the energy E  ,
E c l S ^  =  û»*U
By expanding ^  he obtains, for large K  ,
E .  S S S  I  ^ <1^  0  0  J
—  ^  using Jç= f IT .
^ 9
(This is worked out on page 362 of his paper (4),)
It is not difficult to see, however, that this 
calculation is erroneous and misleading. If we leave 
all the approximations to be carried out at the end of 
our calculations we find that
^  ^ using (4.5), (4.6)
■ a  -
i.e. does not enter into this integral at all.
Using (4.3) for ? the energy is now given by
, the same as before. In this case, 
however, no approximations in were carried out.
In other words the energy £  is independent of the 
particular "spherical" surface over which the integral 
is carried out. This absurd result was masked in
M/ller’s calculations by taking two successive approxima-
/ 2.
tions, one in and the other In ^ *
It will be remembered that M/ller’s theory 
can be applied to find the energy inside any "spherical" 
surface, not necessarily inside the surface at spatial 
infinity.
We have proved earlier in this section that the
energy outside the material system is zero. This was 
due to the fact that This important
result that everyivhere outside the material
system was also masked in M/ller’s work by changing the 
volume integral (3.4) into a surface integral.
To find the energy of the Schwarzschild field 
using Einstein’s theory we must first express the 
metric (4.1) into isotropic coordinates in the form
cis
, (4.9)A -
or
where
(4.9) is obtained from (4.1) by the transformation
cl
a r  /
Conditions (2.10) are easily seen to be satisfied and
(4.11)
3/
therefore Einstein’s theory is applicable. It follows 
from (2.16) that
I /I
Hence equation (2.19) gives, as )r —
E ■= H. (4.12)
which is the well-knovm result obtained by Einstein. 
It is the total energy of the whole of the 3-space 
t. = cons tant. At first sight this result seems to 
contradict our result (4.4), based on M/ller’s theory, 
that the energy of the field is zero. There is no 
contradiction,however, because we shall prove, in the 
following section , that the energy of the interior 
Schwarzschild field is, indeed, equal to fy\ and it 
resides wholly inside the material system.
51
The energy of the interior Schwarzschild field
The interior Schwarzschild field is described 
by the spherically-syrametric static metric
-Gl /4
where
^  (5.1)
s  =  4  '5 .2 )
This is the field associated with a "spherical" material 
system, the material being an incompressible perfect 
fluid with constant proper density jD . The constant CC 
is the "radius" of the spherical system and the origin
of spatial coordinates is at the "centre", }T^0 , of
the system. The field as described by (5*1) holds only 
inside the material system; i.e. for At
(5.1) agrees with (4.1) which describes the field 
outside the material system. In fact, the various
constants occurring in (5*1) are chosen to satisfy this
condition. From this "boundary condition" at it
also follows that the in (5*1), (5*2)
55
is the same as the ^  occurring in (4.1); in other
words 'U\ is the gravitational mass of the
incompressible perfect fluid. The solution (5-1)
imposes an upper and a lower limit on the possible size
of the "spherical" fluid, the lower limit being
This is in agreement with the assumption made in §4.
The solution (5*1) was first obtained by Schwarzschild
(]^), (see also Tolman (20)).
As before (§4) the expressions (5.2), (3*4)
give, for the energy £  ,
Oi / T( JST
E  =  \ / / (5-5)
a/o
where , as in (§4), ( = ( ^  6 ) .
Using (3*3) with gi'V'en by (5*1) we find that
are given by
(5*4)
Substituting (5.4) in (5-5) we get, for the energy E
7 ^1 Jiv/ 4^ \^ -±ëJZl4ELê-J(Ey'40d4
__
f c2 3 0 1J
using X  sz ^ 7T, S
, from (5.2)
We have, therefore, that the total energy of the material 
system throughout the volume occupied by the system is 
equal to the gravitational mass of the system.
Further it was proved in g4 that the energy of 
the exterior field is zero. We conclude, therefore, 
that all the energy of the system associated with the 
Schwarzschild fields is equal to the gravitational mass 
of the system and resides inside the material system.
Even if we accept M/ller's result that the energy 
of the system is equal to its gravitational mass, a 
result which he obtained by considering only the exterior 
Schwarzschild field in an unsatisfactory way, his work 
makes no reference as to the localization of this energy.
It will be remembered that one of the merits of M/ller's 
theory is that it is meaningful to talk about the 
"localization of energy". Although at the very end of 
his paper (4) M/ller explicitly remarks that "in any 
static or only stationary system the energy density is 
zero in the empty space surrounding the matter" he makes 
no reference whatever where the energy is localized 
when he worked out the energy of the exterior Schwarzschild 
field. Our results conform to the above remark of M/ller 
but the way they were obtained seems far more satisfactory 
and gives, at the same time, the localization of this 
energy (according to the new theory).
5r
CHAPTER I I
The electromagnetic energy and the gravitational 
mass of a charged particle in general relativity
1. Introduction
The question whether the electromagnetic energy 
of a charged system contributes to the gravitational 
mass of the system has often been discussed (^ see for 
example Bonnor hut a satisfactory answer is yet to
be found. In the case of a charged particle (which for 
convenience we shall refer to as an "electron"), with 
which we shall be concerned in this chapter, it is 
commonly accepted that the electromagnetic energy 
contributes nothing to the gravitational mass of the 
electron. The main argument in favour of this point 
of view is the following: In the solution given in §2
describing the field of an electron, ^  is identified 
with the "gravitational mass" of the electron and, as 
such, it is assumed to be independent of ^  , the
charge of the electron. It is argued, then, that since 
€ does not appear in any term in -p (where is 
the "distance" from the electron) in which ^  , the
"mass" manifests itself, £ cannot contribute anything 
to the gravitational mass of the electron. We show in 
this chapter that this argument, and, especially the
56
interpretation of jy as being the "gravitational .mass" 
of the electron, is erroneous and that, in fact, when 
is properly interpreted, the electromagnetic energy, ^  , 
increases the (Newtonian) gravitational mass (i.e. the 
mass of the central particle when ) of the electron
by an amount which is precisely the mass-equivalence of ^ .
We obtain first the solution of the Maxwell- 
Einstein field equations associated with the electro- 
gravitational field of a charged particle in §2. M/ller's 
theory summarized in chapter I (§5) is applied in §3 to 
calculate the electromagnetic energy of the field of a 
charged particle. A brief discussion on the finiteness 
of the structure of an (actual) electron is also given.
§4 deals with the behaviour of a neutral test particle 
moving in the electro-gravitational field of the 
electron. By comparing this behaviour with the 
corresponding behaviour in classical theory at large 
distances from the electron a new interpretation is 
given to ^  , and the contribution of the electro­
magnetic energy to the Newtonian gravitational mass is 
determined. It turns out that this contribution is 
precisely the mass-equivalence of the electromagnetic 
energy. This result, however, contrary to the currently 
accepted ideas, is not altogether unexpected from the 
point of view of relativity theory.
37
In §5 we give a brief discussion on Jeffery's work on 
the motion of a charged particle in an electro-gravitational 
field. It is shown that our results can also be 
obtained from Jeffery's work if we work to a higher 
approximation than Jeffery did. The chapter ends with 
the application of Einstein's theory on momentum-energy 
to find the energy of the field of an electron. We find, 
in §6, that this energy is equal to ^  , and deduce,
again, that the old interpretation of ^  is meaningless.
The gravitational field of a 
charged particle (electron)
The exact solution of this problem was first 
given by Nordstrom (22),using the calculus of variations, 
and by Jeffery ( ^ ) , using the Maxwell-Einstein field 
equations. It can be found in any book on relativity 
theory (see, for example, Tolman (^)). The solution 
contains two arbitrary constants of integration , £
^  is identified with the (Newtonian) gravitational 
mass (i.e. with the constant ph occurring in equation
(4.1) of chapter I) of the electron and ^  with the 
electric charge of the electron. We consider the 
argument leading to the identification of as
inaccurate (see page ). In §4 we put forward a
different argument which enables us to give a new 
interpretation to yv . Our interpretation differs 
from the usual one that is the gravitational mass
of the electron. To show that the argument leading to 
the old interpretation of is inaccurate and that
the new interpretation is possible it is imperative to 
examine critically how yv and £  arise in the 
solution of the problem. We therefore give a brief 
derivation of the solution.
Taking the "spherical" charged particle at rest
3?
at the spatial origin of our coordinate system we can 
assume a static spherically-symmetric solution described 
by the metric
where
y —  -y(y)
and
A -------^  V ■■ ^  ^  j ÛT5 t~-------
To find , y(y) have to use
Haxv;ell's equations in empty space (with no currents)
(2-2)
together with Einstein's field equations for matter-free 
space
(2.5a) 
where
qr*'^= ^
=  - ' 5 “  = /
is the electromagnetic tensor, is the generalized
M-0
potential, ^  is the electromagnetic momentum-energy 
stress tensor given by
'"-5)
and Ro4 a is the Ricci tensor.
Because of (2.5) and, therefore, (2.3a) becomes
P  ^ IT (2.3)
Assuming to be a function of t~ only it follows
from (2.4) that the only possible non-zero components 
of would at most be .
Using (2.1), (2.2) we get for /TT ,
si /
2 _
y^~
This is integrated to
z^ / ~  ^  (2.6)
with a similar expression for
It will be remembered that when the space-time is flat
77^ =  //% ’ ^5/ — E ÿ  5 I.e. are
components of the magnetic field which are zero in the 
case of a charged particle at rest in an inertial frame 
of reference. Therefore, since
as i.e. the space-time (2.1) is approximately
flat fbr large y- the constants occurring in (2.6) and 
in the similar expression for j must be zero. 
Therefore
To obtain we again use (2.1), (2.2). We get,
i.e. ^ py t —  n , since all the
/
other o
This integrates to
—  e   ; t 3 -------
Gr (2.7)
At large distances K
n u  —  jTj  since \
and at these distances must be the same as
the >7 ^ of special relativity, i.e.
Therefore the constant occurring in (2.7a) must be 
equal to ^  , the electric charge of the electron,
measured in ordinary e.s.u.
(2.7a) reduces, then, to
~  —  r#/ —
(2.7)
d'Z
With these values of . (2.5) gives, for ,
£ ’,=-Ei=-y;=e: = _cL
Using (2.8) and (2.1) in (2.3) (for details see (19)) 
the only surviving equations are
_ d = r  )I  ^ i u c2t~ J (2.10)
—  z r ^ ' Y —  i -  ) ^  —  (2.11)r# [ P J -^4
A  =r y etc.
Subtracting (2.9) from (2.11) we get
A V  v''—  <7
and since we want ^  , K to tend to zero as }r vju
we must have
A f  X = 0  (2.12)
From (2.12) and (2.9) we get
^  i,/ ^ \ J. '
A3
where
The last differential equation can be written in the 
form
d  
di~
This can be integrated at once to give
(2.13)
where ^  is a constant of integration. This is the 
precise way in which pt , ^  arise in the
solution. It is easy to see that satisfies all
the three equations (2.9), (2.10), (2.11). Therefore 
the required solution is
with
(2.15)
Discussion
We have said earlier that is commonly
accepted as the gravitational mass of the electron.
But as we have seen ^  arises as a constant of 
integration and there is nothing in the derivation of
(2.14) to suggest that ^  is the mass of the electron 
Without further investigation it is impossible to 
identify ^  . Because (2.14) reduces to the
Schwarzschild field (chapter I, equation (4.1)) when we 
put it was assumed that ^  must be the
gravitational mass. But we are not at liberty to use 
this kind of argument, simply because can equally
well be a constant of the form , where
y^ / , are constants not containing ^  (such
a relationship might be possible since and are
constants of integration of a system of simultaneous 
differential equations). When we put again
(2.14) reduces to the Schwarzschild field but noW 
it is that has to be identified with the
gravitational mass. We conclude that without further 
investigation ^  remains completely unidentified, 
except for the almost intuitive notion that ^  must 
be related with the (Newtonian) gravitational mass of 
the electron in some way.
Perhaps it vd.ll be useful to say, here, what 
we mean by the terra "(Newtonian) gravitational mass" of 
a particle. In classical theory this term is usually 
taken to be a measure of the power of the particle in
causing a field of acceleration around it. We shall not 
attempt to give a precise definition of the above term 
in general relativity. It will be sufficient for our 
purpose to take , the constant appearing in the
Schwarzschild exterior solution, to represent the 
"(Newtonian) gravitational mass" of a neutral particle.
Looking at the metric (2.1$), (2.14) we see
/
metric reduces to the Schwarzschild metric
that, for large K (neglecting terms in ) the
d s  -----+ d f ‘
In this sense, and only in this sense, we could call ^  
the "(Newtonian) gravitational mass" of the electron.
But ws we used this term in the case of a neutral particle, 
we shall call the "effective gravitational mass"
of the electron, in the sense that at large distances 
has the same significance as ^
On the other hand, as we have seen above, ^  
can unquestionably be identified with the electric 
charge of the electron. In what follows we shall 
treat ^  as known while y/ as an (as yet) 
undetermined constant till we come to §4 where a new 
interpretation is given to
The electromagnetic energy of the field 
of a charged particle ("electron")
We have seen in §2 that the field associated 
with a charged particle, of charge ^  , is described
by the spherically-symmetric static metric
(3.1)
This holds for the matter-free space outside the 
electron.
We use M/ller's theory summarized in chapter I
(§3) to find the energy, , of the field (3*1)
inside a 3-space JZ given by A- ~K\ ^
From (I, (3.2)), (I, (3*4)) we get for the 
energy inside ^  ,
\ V ' , y d y - d a d 4  ".2)
oz
where we denote
With ÿ^y given by (5.1) the values of given
by (1, (5 .5 )) are:
^  (5-3)
■L
A ?
Substituting in (5.2) we get,
I -t— {~^')dUH04t~404é (3.4)
^  0 4  •'dê at<t>•r I y J
- — )
t /A ^  /
(5.5)
—  €
' U
where we have put f .
It follows from (3.5) that the energy of the field is 
purely electromagnetic and that ^  (usually called 
the "gravitational mass" of the electron) contributes 
nothing to when (5.1) reduces to the
Schwarzschild field ( ^  not necessarily remaining 
unchanged); therefore when (3.5) should give the
energy of the Schwarzschild field. But we see that 
when e^szO , ^ A 3 ~ ^  for all . This is
in complete agreement with the results obtained in 
chapter I that the energy of the exterior Schwarzschild 
field is zero.
It is interesting to compare (3.5) with the 
corresponding classical electromagnetic energy ^  .
This is given by
S'T ] 
yjt
, since 4 ^ 0  this case,
(3.6)
We see, therefore, that the energy in the two 
cases (3 .5)9 (3 .6 ) is the same apart from the factor 2. 
This is not surprising because the factor 2 turns up 
quite often in problems of this nature; as Papapetrou 
pointed out (24) "we must accept that the factor 2 
expresses a fundamental property of the static electro- 
gravitational field". It may well be due to non- 
Maxwellian stresses of the field, (see, also, Bonnor (21), 
Callaway (25)).
If we let we get from (3.5) that the
energy --». ^  where
—^ 3  (3.7)
This is the total energy outside ^  .
We divert, now, from the main work of this 
chapter to discuss, on the basis of (3.7), the finiteness 
of the structure of the electron.
On the finiteness of the structure of an electron
The solution (3.1) has often been taken to
represent a model of an (actual) electron by various 
j,
authors (^), (^ ) and on the basis of (3*1) the finiteness 
of the structure of the electron has been discussed.
The arguments of these authors are either obscure or 
incomplete. Our formulation, above, when (3*1) is taken 
to represent an (actual) electron, offers a satisfactory 
theory on the finiteness of the structure of the electron 
It follows from the metric (3.1) that, for 
sufficiently large values of € (satisfying the 
inequality ) » the field described by (3.1)
has only one singularity at • This seems to
imply that an electron can ocist with no finite structure 
(i.e. a mathematical point) and yet having a definite 
mass and charge. But, as Eddington remarked in his book 
((1), page 186) it is more likely that an electron is 
of finite structure in which case the solution (3.1) 
holds only outside this structure of "radius" qi , 
say, Then (1) "the total energy of the electromagnetic
field beyond this radius would be equal to the mass of 
the electron determined by observation. For this reason 
Oi is usually taken as the radius of the electron". 
Plausible as the above remarks by Eddington may be, it 
is not at all clear to the present author why "the total 
energy of the electromagnetic field beyond this radius
would be equal to the mass of the electron ....". In
any case Eddington proceeded in a rather obscure v/ay to 
find that the radius ÛL of the electron is related to 
the (Newtonian) gravitational mass, , of the
electron by
^  (5.8)
m
Eddington, of course, took it for granted that ^  
appearing in (5*8) was identical to ^  appearing in 
(5-1). Yet his arguments leading to (5.8) demanded no 
relation at all between and ^  .
If we accept Eddington*s remark that "the total
energy of the electromagnetic field .... would be equal
to the mass of the electron .... ", it follows directly 
from equation (5.7) that the energy ^  is equal to 
the gravitational mass when )r^ cl , where
tn
This is exactly the equation (5.8) given by Eddington.
In our work it is an immediate consequence of equation (5.7)
S'!
Jeffery (^) in discussing the concept of "a
point electron" takes as the radius, oc , of the
electron the value of r for which }/sz / _
takes the same value as its value at , i.e. the
value • It is easily seen that the value of Ÿ'
for which jX—  y  is given by
(5 .9 )
Jeffery interprets ^  as the (Newtonian) gravitational 
mass of the electron and gets the right order of 
magnitude for the radius ÛL . We fail, however, to 
see any connection at all between the radius of the 
electron and the value of )T for which y  takes the 
value Ji , (the value of y  at As we
said in the introduction we are going to give a 
different interpretation to y  in §4. According to 
this interpretation equation (5.9) gives a negative 
value for the radius CX (assuming that the (Newtonian) 
gravitational mass is positive). Accordingly, 
equation (5.9) is to be disregarded. The right order of 
magnitude which Jeffery's work gives for the value of 
the radius seems to be accidental.
Another reason for believing that the electron 
is of finite structure i.e. that the radius ^  is 
finite (not necessarily equal to ) is provided by
equation (5.7)* If we assume that the radius of the 
electron is not finite (i.e. that the electron is a 
mathematical point) then the field (5.1) holds down to 
}r^O • It follows from (5.7), however, that the 
energy tends to infinity as Since this
is physically impossible we must postulate an infinite 
negative energy at the singularity ^  g , itself, 
to cancel the infinite positive energy (as ).
We consider this unsatisfactory and we take the view 
that the electron is of finite structure, i.e. cc
is non-zero. The field (5.1), then holds for #
only.
Our discussion does not give any explicit value 
for the radius CX . It shows, however, in a very
clear way that ^  must be finite. The most our 
discussion can give is the exact relation that exists 
between the radius, Ct , of the electron and the total 
electromagnetic energy 4^ , of the field of the 
electron and is given by
a —  ($.10)
Coming back to the main discussion of this 
chapter it follows from (3.7) that the total electro­
magnetic energy of a charged particle of radius a  is 
given by
A ^  —  A. (3.11)
§4-. Behaviour of a neutral test particle in 
______ the field of an electron_______
We We have now come to an important point of our
work; the interpretation of occurring in the
metric describing the field of an electron. This we 
shall do by comparing the behaviour of a neutral test 
particle moving in the field of an electron and at large 
distances from it with the corresponding behaviour in 
classical theory.
The -world line of a neutral test particle moving 
in a gravitational field in empty space is a geodesic. 
This is no longer an additional postulate of the theory 
of relativity. It is one of the greatest achievements 
of relativity theory that the geodesic motion of a 
neutral test particle, and the equations of motion of 
any system of massive particles in general, follow from 
the field equations of the theory. Several proofs of 
the geodesic motion of a neutral test particle in 
empty space were given in many papers (1), (26), (2 7), 
(28), ( ^ ) . In this section we are only interested in 
the motion of a neutral test particle moving in an 
electro-gravitational field. It is by no means obvious 
that the world-line of such a particle is a geodesic, 
because from the point of view of relativity theory
the space is not empty. Energy (electromagnetic), ofe ^density —  , as seen from (5.4) , is spread
throughout the space surrounding the electron. The 
work of Robertson (26), however, can be extended to 
give the motion of a test particle in an electro- 
gravitational field. In fact it is almost a corollary 
of Robertson's work (see also section 5) that the 
world-line of a neutral test particle moving in an 
electro-gravitational field in matter-free regions is 
a geodesic.
The motion of a charged particle (which is not 
a geodesic) has been examined in great detail by 
Jeffery ( ^ ) . Although his work has nothing to do with 
the present discussion we shall show in §5 that his 
results, taken to a higher approximation than the one 
Jeffery took, supports our work in this chapter.
We shall now find the geodesics of the space­
time described by the metric
^  (4-.1)
y  ^  ^  (4.2)
As we remarked above these geodesics are the world-lines 
of neutral test particles in the field of an electron 
described by (4.1), (4.2).
.5 '5 '
Write
where
=z ( yy
Then the geodesics are given by the ordinary (non-null) 
Lagrange-Euler equations
^(4^-44='’
These equations possess the first integral given by
 ^ (4.5)
For OisJ , (4.4), (4.3) give
^ —  \r ^  0  Cs?j 0  ^  o
Therefore, without loss of generality, we can consider 
the motion in the hyper-plane 0  ^  .
Then the other equations (4.4) corresponding 
to OL /j u respectively, can be reduced to
6 )
S' G
"“ "1^ ^ (4. 7s-)
( / ^ )  (4.8a)
dS
c(_
clS
together with the first integral
—  JLL. —  J/i. 1 (4.9)
A
Equations (4.7a), (4.8a) give, on integration,
X yC (4.7)
0
y t  —  A  (4.8)
where ^  ^  are constants.
From (4.7), (4.8), (4.9) and writing we get the
equation
\cl^/ X- ^ ^  (4.10)
<z/ ^
which after differentiation v/.r.t. reduces to
^  ^  14, ) -y ^^^//^(4.ii)
This is the general differential equation of the world- 
line of the neutral test particle. As a check, (4.11) 
reduces exactly to the corresponding equation in a 
Schwarzschild field when we put ^ (see, for example
(I))* (The advance of the perihelion implied by (4.11)
5-7
has also been worked out but it is irrelevant in the 
present discussion.)
To be able to compare the relativistic behaviour 
of the neutral test particles with the behaviour in the 
corresponding classical case we consider a particle at 
rest in the 5-space ^ = constant, in the coordinate 
system at large distances from the
origin.
With wJy^ n = .  =  Û equations (4.6), (4.9) give
/ L  (4.15)
Combining (4.12), (4.15) we get
dt^
(4.14)
Substituting ^  ^  equation
(4.14) reduces, for large ^ , to
(4.15)
where terms of the order — i*. , , —  and higher
have been neglected.
For these values of the 5-space
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= constant is very nearly flat and the parameter ér 
appearing in equation (4.15) becomes the same as the 
Newtonian universal time. For these values of
(4 .1 5) must, therefore, be the same as the corresponding 
classical formula.
Before discussing the classical analogue of 
the above problem it will be useful to consider briefly 
the "circular" geodesics of the metric (4.1). We shall 
compare these with the corresponding circular paths of 
a neutral test particle in the corresponding classical 
problem. Equation (4.6), with J , say,
where yP is a constant, gives
#
^  as given by (4.16) is easily seen to be 
consistent with the remaining equations (4.7), (4.8); 
therefore the solution (4.16) describes a possible 
"circular" motion. Dividing both sides of (4.16) by ^  ^
we get
C f . .  } (4 .1 7)
Again, for large values of yP this must be identical 
with the corresponding classical equation.
^ 7
The classical analogue
We see at once that there is no strictly 
classical problem corresponding to the above 
relativistic problem. In the relativistic case the 
neutral test particle moves under the influence of a 
gravitational mass at the spatial origin of the 
coordinates and under the influence of the electro- 
magnetic energy, of density , of the field.
This is clearly seen from the equations (4.3) to (4.17) 
describing the motion of the test particle. The result 
that the electromagnetic energy does influence the 
behaviour of the neutral test particle is only to be 
expected in relativity theory because of the equivalence 
of energy and mass. No such equivalence exists betv/een 
energy and mass in classical theory, and, therefore, no 
strictly classical problem corresponds to the 
relativistic problem. To construct a classical problem 
corresponding to the relativistic one we shall assume 
the equivalence of energy and mass to be valid in 
classical theory as well. This is not an unreasonable 
assumption in view of the wide acceptance of the 
equivalence of energy and mass. A similar assumption 
was made by McCrea in generalizing the Newtonian models 
of the universe in cosmology (50). The classical problem
J
6?
then, would be : Determine the motion of a test particle
moving under the influence of a spherical central body 
of (Newtonian) gravitational mass ^  and radius 4% ,
say, together with a mass distribution of density 
extending throughout space from j T to .
We shall first find the gravitational intensity of the 
field at a point P  distance )r from the origin. 
Considering the mass distribution only we shall find the 
intensity at due to the mass distribution inside
the sphere of radius df , say, where and the
intensity at PC due to the mass distribution outside 
the sphere of radius ^  , say, where ^ (at the
end ^  will both be put equal to /^  ). To do
this we first find the potential at PC^)•
Case I
We choose the spherical polar coordinates ^yy 
(with pole at the origin) so that P  lies on •
Then the potential at P  due to a volume element cJJZ
at is
0 dpal&dé
where P  ^  ^ ^  Ccj 0 ^ - f L ^ u y ^  £  ^
Therefore the total potential, V/^h) '> at PCv^ is
given by / ^ / / ^  / V  ^
é/
aCcXiiiCck.C. CÏ_JiCX^O^U.C.
r «1»,
Cis^ se I  ( *~^K)
dxins^
^l^nre
é2
Integrating w.r.t. ^  and 0 first we get
e' I ' dp
^ k  F* . . .
Therefore we get for the potential V/ (
—  -- i. I W-»)
r I a  t,
By a similar integration we find that the mass, /y ,
between —  a > P'sr A/ is given by
M  ------- (4.5)
I «  4
From (4-.A), (4-.B) we get the usual result that
-
From (4-.A) we see that the intensity, ^  , of the field
at Pi is given by
r _ _   £ _ ) (4.C)
Case II
Choosing the coordinates as before we get for the total 
potential,  ^at due to the mass
distribution outside ^ ^
0 dp Ci e d  0
—  I I  - j y
F 1  p  Co) 0-^K^
V
O
JLt' l o3
Therefore
—  —  jpr
It follows from (4-.D) that Vj is independent of K' 
and, therefore, the intensity due to at is
zero. This, again is the result we should expect.
Taking 6y %r k we conclude that the intensity 
at P due to the mass distribution only is —
p^ - * ' l  û t K  /
Therefore the total intensity of the field at P due 
to the mass and the mass distribution of density
is given by
and acts towards the origin.
Therefore its acceleration at distance \r is
given by
■ ) ]
) i (4-.19)
In the case of circular orbits of radius y~- p  , say
G4-
described under the influence of the force given by 
(4.18) we must have
 Z _   ^ _ )  (4.20)
 ---
cl ^
where is the angular velocity of the particle.cit
We are now in a position to compare the 
relativistic results with the classical ones and thus 
identify ^  . We remarked above that at large
distances from the electron the two results must be 
identical.
A comparison of (4.15) with (4.19) gives
^  , e'^  / __/______^  \
It follows, therefore, that
F
—  (4.21)
^  a
It will be remembered that equation (4.15) was obtained 
(4.14) by neglecting terms of the order
Another, exact, relation between, ^  
and is obtained by comparing the circular paths
of the particle in the relativistic and classical case. 
A comparison of (4.17) with (4.20) gives the exact 
relationship
F ^  / / / )
pJ. pi ~  p4 i a. p /
which gives
' ■yyi ^  ' " 9 as in (4 # 21 ) •
Although the relation obtained in this way is exact 
(i.e. it holds for all and 6  ) the comparison
has meaning only when we take Y' to be large enough. 
For these values of ^ the space-time is flat and ^ 
becomes the same as the Newtonian time. Yet another way 
of obtaining a relation between , 0 and is to
compare the general differential equation (4.11), the 
world-line of a neutral test particle, v/ith the 
corresponding equation in our classical example, We 
have shown that, in our classical example, the test 
particle, at distance , moves under a central force
given by (4.18), i.e.
—  -f-7r-i
Hence the classical orbit of the test particle is given
by the differential equation
At large distances from the electron, where the 5-space 
is approximately flat, equation (4.11) must be 
identical to the above equation. Neglecting terms in 
and of higher order in (4.11) and comparing it with the
above equation we get
y  — ^ u-=. ^ ---- e /t
which leads to the relation ^  ^  ^  which
is precisely equation (4.21).
We have proved in §5 that the total electro­
magnetic energy of the field of a charged particle, 
charge g  , radius ol is (equation (5 .1 1) ).
We come, therefore, to the important conclusion that 
= (Newtonian) gravitational mass +
mass-equivalence of the electromagnetic energy.
Contrary to the currently accepted ideas that 
the electric charge ^  contributes nothing to the 
Newtonian gravitational mass of the particle, we find 
that this is no longer true. What was previously called 
the Newtonian gravitational mass we now call the 
effective gravitational mass of the electron and it is 
the sum of the Newtonian gravitational mass (i.e. 
when €s:o ) of the central particle and the mass-equivalence 
of the electromagnetic energy due to the charge ig .
Substituting for ^  sryfiy in (4.1) we get
^7
When (4.22) reduces to the Schwarz schild field
/n \ (4.23)
d t
where we know, now, that is^ indeed, the (Newtonian)
gravitational mass of the central (neutral) particle.
Results following from the new interpretation of
The new interpretation of ^  enables us to 
answer some puzzling questions which could not satis­
factorily be answered on the basis of the old interpreta­
tion that ^  is the "gravitational mass" of the electron.
1. "Since ^  and C are arbitrary independent 
constants of integration why can we not put ^  equal 
to zero?" Indeed, in the usual interpretation of ^  
there is no reason at all why yw cannot be put equal to 
zero. Our new interpretation shows that yx cannot be zero 
For, it follows from (4.21) that ^  is zero only when
%  sr . Since is real and ^  is always
OL
positive, , the gravitational mass, must be
negative. According to the usual outlook this is 
impossible; the existence of negative mass ±S far from
being demonstrated. It follows, therefore, that 
cannot be put equal to zero.
11. In discussing the finiteness of the structure of æ  
electron we mentioned (on page ) that Jeffery took 
as the radius of the electron the value of y- for 
which takes the same value as its value
at ^  . i.e. Jeffery took for the radius Ci the
value (see (5.9))
A  =r —  (3.9)
According to the new interpretation of y# (5*9) 
gives
Therefore Pi . Again, ^  is real and ^  is
always positive. This relation demands that be 
negative. This we reject as before and we consider 
the' relation (5*9) as meaningless, even if it gives, 
accidentally, a value for which ol is of the right 
order of magnitude.
111. Another interesting observation that can be made 
is the following; In the new interpretation of if 
we put ^  , the (Newtonian) gravitational mass of the
É>Cj
electron, equal to zero all the equations describing the 
behaviour of a neutral test particle (equations (4.3) 
to (4.20)) give perfectly logical and physical results. 
Also the electromagnetic energy remains the same as 
before (as we have seen the energy is independent of m ) . 
This seems to imply the possibility of having a charged 
particle with zero (Newtonian) gravitational mass. 
However, this is all our present theory can say about 
this possibility.
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Discussion of Jeffery's work
We give in this section a brief discussion of 
Jeffery*s work (25) on the motion of a charged particle 
(mass M  , charge € ) moving in the field of a
charged particle described by (4.1), (4.2).
z It is well known that the motion of such a
particle (when its influence on the background field 
in which it is moving is neglected) is given by (see 
e.g. (20), page 260)
dS* d s  d s  /V( cl%
where is the electromagnetic tensor.
(5 .1 ) is a tensor equation and it reduces to the Lorentz 
equation of motion (11),
dt
d t
when the space-time is flat. E is the electric vector, 
V the velocity of the test particle, jY the 
magnetic vector and P the relativistic momentum of 
the particle. The equation (5*1) was, at the early 
stages of relativity theory, an additional postulate of 
the theory. It was employed because of its tensorial 
character and because it reduces, in a flat space-time, 
to the Loreiitz force. It must be emphasized, however.
7/
that equation (5.1) is no longer an additional postulate 
of the theory. Robertson (26) has proved, as early as 
1933, that equation (5.1) is a consequence of the field 
equations of the theory.
Incidentally it follows from ^5.1) that when 
the test particle is neutral i.e. ^ =  O (5.1) reduces 
to the geodesic equation of the metric (4.1). This is in 
accordance with what we remarked in ^4.
Jeffery founi in great detail the general 
equations of notion as given by (5.1), which, for a 
charged particle at rest in the coordinate system used,
ds ~  ds —  ds
reduce to the simple equations
where ^  u  ^  ) (5.4)
F  4!' ~  ^  r  /
Eliminating from (5.2) , (5.5) we get
£ 1  —  i ^ y ' y  4 , ^  (s.s)
At large distances from the central electron (5.4),(5.5)
give
=r _  d H  > -££ (5.6)M  —
dt^ r-? rd
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where terms of order higher than are neglected.
From (5.6) Jeffery deduced that ^  ^  are the
"gravitational mass" and the charge of the central 
particle respectively.
By expanding (5.5) to the same order of 
magnitude in as we have expanded equation (4.14)
however, we obtain
 (5.7)
d u  i 7 r /
The term 6 É  denotes the electromagnetic interraction
while the term — — denotes the gravitational
interraction per unit mass ( of the test particle).
If we compare this gravitational interraction with the 
corresponding gravitational interraction of the classical 
peoblem discussed in ^4,i.e. with equation (4.18) 
we get
^  ^ a
This is precisely the expression we obtained in Ç4 (4.21) 
It is to be emphasized, however, that Jeffery's 
paper was concerned only with the motion of a charged 
particle in the electro-gravitational field of an 
electron and had nothing at all to do with our present 
work.
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6. The electro-gravitational energy of the
field of a charged particle in Tinstein's theory of 
___________________ momentum-energy__________________
"^ he object of this section is to show that 
Einstein’s theory on momentum-energy gives the right 
result for the energy of the electrogravitational field 
of a charged particle if, and only if, y  , the 
constant appearing in the metric (3.1), is given the 
interpretation we proposed in i.e.
pt (6.1)
‘fe start with the metric (3.1) describing the
field of a charged particle.
It is easily seen from (6.2) that Einstein-Klein 
conditions (2.10) are not satisfied. Hence Einstein's 
theory is not applicable in this coordinate system.
If we apply the transformation(see ïü^ ller (6))
4  =
then the metric (6,2) transforms to the isotropic form
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Changing to "cartesian coordinates" ( % ) this
reduces to
^cl ^  -f ^ ^ 5 s . 4 )
Integrating (6.3) we get, after some rearrangement, the 
explicit transformation
(6,5)
where C is a constant. We shall choose C so that 
when c ^ o  (6.^) reduces to the Schwarzs child field 
and (6.5) to the corresponding equation
^  ^  ^  ( See chapter I,(4.11))
Therefore (J must be equal to ^  . (6.5), then,
reduces to
/ / ¥■-dL)^ / (6.6)
[ *■ /
Equations (6.6),(6.4) give, in the ^ -system.
ds'^=r d  x^-hdp^fd-z-^^-t-yCy) (6.7)
where
^ ) - — Vz r /3= ^  ^ / y — ^ J -----—  / (6.8)
(6.9)
As a check , when ^ — C) (6.7) reduces to the 
Schwarzschild metric (4.9) of cha?3ter I.
Differentiating (6.8) w.r.t. K  we get
It is easily seen from (6.8),(6.9) that
f -f" 0  (
-  / +
and
=  °(-h)
Hence Sinstein-Klein conditions (2.10) of chapter 1 are 
satisfied. Therefore we can apply Einstein's theory to 
find the total energy of (6.7). From (2.16),(2.19) of 
chanter 1 we get, for the energy ^  ,
f  =  _  y _ /
Using equations (6.8),(6.9),(6.10) this reduces to 
-  ap r. z.
S r
(6.11)
since —  f  T"
7é
Thqt is, the total electro-gravitational energy of the 
field is equal to ^  . According to the old
interpretation that ^  ^  , the(newtonian)
gravitational mass, (6.11) states that the electric 
charge C contributes nothing to the total energy of the 
field. This is clearly absurd. Equation (611) is 
sufficient to show most definitely that the interpretation 
that is equal to the (newtonian) gravitational
mass is wrong. It makes nonsense of Einsteinfe theory 
and our physical conception about energy.
According to our new interpretation of ^
(6.11) would read
£  E.Ceciroi^a^>ieiic ^  (6.12)
for the total energy of the field. I'/hen ^  O (6.12)
reduces to £  ^  in agreement with the results
of chapter 1.
As far as the present writer knows the result 
expressed by equation (6.11) has not been noticed 
before. It gives the final blow to the old interpretation 
of A  and gives the best possible suport of our theory. 
Besides the physically well-defined results that we have 
obtained the whole logical structure of our work must 
be a definite indication of the correctness of our new 
interpretation of ^
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PART II
Energy in plane gravitational waves 
of finite duration.
fo
PAHD II
Energy in plane gravitational waves 
________ of finite duration_________
1. Gravitational waves is a purely relativistic
concept. There is no classical analogue. The study 
of gravitational waves originated by Einstein (1) as 
early as 1918 in the approximate solution of the 
Einstein vacuum field equations for weak fields.
Exact cylindrical gravitational waves were investi­
gated by Einstein and Rosen (2), Rosen (5) and finally 
solved by Harder (4), (^). Plane gravitational waves, 
with which we shall be concerned in this part of the 
thesis, were also investigated by Einstein and Rosen (2), 
Rosen (6) but it was not till 1957, 1959 when Bondi (2), 
Bondi, Pirani and Robinson (8) gave the final solution 
to this problem. The final solution for plane 
gravitational waves was made possible only through the 
work of Lichnerowicz (9) on the regularity conditions 
which the coordinate system and the metric tensor must 
satisfy if the solution is to have any physical meaning.
In the recent paper by Bondi, Pirani and 
Robinson (8) where plane gravitational waves are 
investigated in great detail, plane gravitational waves 
are defined as follows:
Fi
A plane wave metric
(A) is a non-flat solution of the empty 
space-time field equations .
(B) admits a 5-parameter group of motions of 
the space-time into itself.
Condition (B) is demanded by analogy from the 
invariant properties of plane electromagnetic waves 
under certain groups of transformations. (8).
The important question which immediately 
arises is whether plane gravitational waves carry 
energy. For a quantitative answer use must be made of 
the momentum-energy tensor and in particular the 
formulae (1.12) in Einstein's theory, or (5.4-) in 
M)z5ller's theory (see chapter I) for the total momentum- 
energy. But for reasons stated in chapter I (part I) 
and the end of §5 of this chapter the formulation of 
momentum-energy as given in chapter I seems 
inapplicable in the case of plane gravitational waves. 
It seems that no quantitative answer can be given at 
present. Bondi, Pirani and Robinson (B.P.R. for short) 
have shown (8) that a qualitative answer can be given 
to this problem by considering plane gravitational 
waves of finite duration (Sandwich waves). They have 
shown that the passage of such a wave produces a 
relative acceleration in freely moving test particles.
FZ
This effect can, in principle, be used to extract 
energy from the wave. Although this shows that the 
waves must carry energy it gives no answer as to the 
amount of energy they carry. This relative acceleration 
of the test particles set up by the passage of the wave 
was obtained by the above authors by using the theory 
of continuous groups of motions. In this chapter we 
shall obtain the same results as the above authors from 
a more elementary stand-point using only the geodesic 
equations. We do not claim that our method is 
logically simpler than the one given by B.P.R. but we 
do claim that it is mathematically easier and 
physically clearer.
In §2 we describe the metric representing 
plane gravitational waves of finite duration. In §5 
we obtain the relative velocity of two freely moving 
part ici. es produced by the passage of the wave. The 
chapter ends with a discussion of these results and 
the results obtained by M/ller (10)•
/3
2. Metric of the plane gravitational wave 
_________ of finite durâtiom_________
For the simplest solution satisfying 
conditions (A) and (B) of §1 B.P.R. found the metric
where
4^ 'T — ^
, cr (2.2)
■=. ^ ( u )
vh.Qxe arbitrary functions of 14.
If we calculate the Ricci tensor ^juy for 
the metric". (2.1) we find that the only non-identically 
vanishing components are given by
—  /Z —  (2.5)—— ^LlLi —  UL
where > & s z
d u  ^  4 ^
It follows from (2.3) that the empty space-time
field equations — ^  is satisfied if ^  •> A
satisfy the equation
Sd-
But if the solution (2.1) is to represent a non-flat 
solution of the equations  ^ , yg must
satisfy a further condition which is obtained by 
considering the components of the Riemann tensor .
Calculating for the metric (2.1) we find that the only 
non-vanishing components are given by
and
Using equation (^.4) these reduce to
(2.5a)
^/}/S —  ^ /3SA4 —
—   ^  ^  OA  ^^  (2 .5b)
It follows from (2.5a), (2.5b) that the solution
(2.1) is flat only if
yS — ' C i — O  (2 .5 )
(If we exclude the singularity at U  =  0  .)
The simplest function ^(ci} satisfying 
equation (2.5) is /i(u)z=jSo where jS^ , is a 
constant. From the relation (2.4) it follows that
—  ?£> where ^  is another constant. When 
fS ^  /if, > ^  metric (2.1) reduces to
ds^zz^ A  2 .6 )
which, as we said above, is flat ( R^juy^^~0 ).
It is easily seen that the equations
nr =  ic =  ^  — JL
T / f  =  ^ (2.7)
r  —  S'
transform the metric (2.6) into the Minkowski space-time 
c:ls'^ =~-dx^ — <Jy'^ -^ cl:z‘^~^ cC't'^ (2.8)
Returning to the metric (2.1) it can be shown
that if we perform the coordinate transformations 
—  t:— A.
^ =  e - Y ‘^ -' , 3 =
FQ
then the metric (2.1) reduces to
d S ^ z =  cC -t ) ( d t - d j c )
" Y y  -"4)(2 • 10 )
In this form the deviation of the wave space-time from 
the Minkowski space-time is clearly shown.
We shall denote the coordinate system 
by S'/ (ycjt/,z^ t) and the coordinate system ^ ^
'T) .
Bondi, Pirani and Robinson were interested in 
finding the effect of the passage of the plane-wavos on 
freely moving particles. To do this they considered 
plane gravitational waves of finite duration, what they 
have called sandwich waves, bounded by the planes
^  — A: =  ^
and t. — rc —  T — §  ^  Uj^ , say, where 
The consideration of such waves is possible because of 
Lichnerowicz*s regularity conditions on the metric 
tensor. To avoid the singularity of the field at li'^O
we take O ^  ^  .
The sandwich wave separates space-time into 
three regions us follows (see figure,2)*
:• a, ,: , und the constants
f7
^  , l5^ ure chosen, for convenience, as <jf>^ z=zj3^ =rO.
^  ^  ^  “7*^ ^  5 > JS{
are arbitrary functions related only by the equation
(ioes not satisfy equation (2.5). 
^  ♦’ 6 —  O r und , fi(u)
are given by ^  J5L , ^  —  O  where Ql is a 
constant. is, of course, zero throughout the
space-time.
In the (ié y plane the three regions are 
shown as in the figure (2)-
FF
h
h
P'éctfiZ A v 'l hci t nir-t-S
-fimtz duy-Ai-tl^ *x - 
■ ii^uY£ 2.
3. Relative velocity imparted to freely moving 
test particles by the passage of the vjave
We shall 'consider, with B.P.R., two test particles 
at relative rest in an inertial frame in the 
coordinate system in region -i^ / i.e. before the 
arrival of the wave. We shall show that after the 
passage of the wave the two particles are in relative 
motion in an inertial frame of reference in the system 
S/ effect of the plane waves on test
particles can, in principle, be used to extract energy 
from the wave.
We shall first consider the geodesic equations 
(i.e. paths of neutral test particles) in the general 
space-time
where ^  , 3^ are arbitrary functions of
y ^
related by the equation .
We write
^  T =  - ^ (5.2)
where, writing ,
fds
cfS
Cjo
Then the non-null geodesics of the metric (3.1) are 
given by the Euler-Lagrange equations
d  / 9 T \  è T
d s I H V  s y  '
These equations possess the first integral 
_  ^ =  y  ^5.4)
For (S. •> respectively, equations
(3 .5 ), (3.2) give
(3.5)
f c<(I - Ujs') e  (3.5)
—  ^  (3 .6 )
^  )  — ^  (3 .7a)
} — (7 (3-8a)
i/i I ^
where  ^ ^
^  ^  C2U r  c(u
(3 .7a), (3 .8a) give, on integration,
c d ■=■ ^  (3 .7)
(3.8)
Cf!
where -A. ■> are constants.
Adding (3.5), (3.6) we get
which gives, on integration.
 ^' T ^  ^  /L is a constant.
Therefore
T  — ? 44 di ■€. ^ (3.9)
The first integral (3.4) can he written in the form
e * (  «■''7 4
Using equations (3.7), (3.8), (3.9) for ^ , gp ,-r — P
we get
=  (5.10)
* ^
Solving (3.9) and (3.10) we get ^ , and ^
Therefore the 4—velocity vector is given
by
(3.11b)
r  =  I L  (3.11c)
To get ( the only use we made of
the equations (5*5), (3.6) was their sum and we have, 
therefore, to verify that the above solution for
satisfies (3.3), (3.6) separately. It 
is not difficult to see that the solution (3.11) does, 
indeed, satisfy (3.3) and (3.6).
We do not need to integrate the last four 
equations to find the complete solution ( T/ 
of the geodesics. For our purpose all we need is the 
4—vector [f/ .
In a Minkowski space-time the world line of a 
free particle will be of the form
y  —  (3.12)
t  S
5^where p(S is given by
dS'^—  —  d x ^ —
We start, with B.P.R., with two test particles 
at relative rest in region i.e. before the
arrival of the wave. The question of what we mean by 
saying that two particles are at relative rest in a 
general space-time (even if it is flat but expressed in 
general curvilinear coordinates) is by no means easy. 
The only case in which we can say with certainty that 
two particles are at relative rest is when it is 
possible to find an inertial frame of reference in 
which if one of the particles is at rest then so is 
the other.
Accordingly we start with two particles. A, B, 
in the Minkowski space-time (3.13) with spacial 
coordinates given by A[Of P, , S  ( „  in 
the coordinate system is a constant.
It follows from (3-13) that the world-line of 
the particle B in the region , in the coordinate
system S/ is
^  ■ = — A  J, r z - = c >  J, (3.14)
We recall that the metric (3.1) in region
CjiJ.
in the 5^ ^  system is given by
ds^—  c(rz:^  (3.15)
{ 4^ ^  ~  O ), and the transformations taking
(5.15) into (3.13) now reduce to (see (2.7))
'T' — f =■ ci. —  îf —  A.
7  =  ? T  =  .ZZ4-'^ (3.16)
Therefore the world-line of B in region -^/ in the 
system is, by (3.14), (3.16)
^ (3.17)
=    Al<~^ y r = 0
This shows that the particle B is no longer at 
rest w.r.t. the coordinate system S^{ •
From the first two equations of (3.17) we get
^  ^ ^  = S
giving
».18)
f5'
Using (3.18), (3 .1 7) the 4-velocity vector
of the particle B in is
^ = A - U - ^  (5.19)
X — O  ,
With this 4—velocity B moves till it meets the 
wave at Then for B will move with a
4—velocity given hy equations (3.11).
We shall assume that the 4—velocity vector is continuous
across the boundary (and also at
By comparing (3.9) and (3.18) at /// where ^
and equations (3*7), (3.8) with equations (3-19) for 
 ^ 0
'Tj , Ç  respectively we get
A  ^  1  ^ ^   ^ dc ^  A
With these values of , J) , it is easily
seen that ^ i s  continuous across .
Hence the 4—velocity of the particle B inside the
can be found from
(3.20) 
r =  ^
Cj é
It will move with this 4-velocity till it reaches the 
boundary at where ^  •, jS ■= o
The 4-velocity at ^  is, from (3.20),
(5.21)
I  -  O
^ 0
(No need to find f^ ^  ^  separately yet.)
(3.21) gives the 4—velocity with which B starts moving 
in the region which, in the
system, is described by the metric
(5.22)
This, it will be recalled, is a flat space-time and it 
transforms to the Minkowski space-time (3.13) by the 
equations (see (2.7))
T —  f  ^  —  :%
^  (3 .2 3)e =  zf y-A —
7  =  y  ^   ^ X  =  ^
The 4—velocity vector ( in is
obtained from the equation (3.11) if we put ^  —  ,
yg zrC? • Therefore we have, in , in the
coordinate system 5^
—  y ^  —  7^/ ^
L //^ / (3.24)
A  —  A/U'^^
r ^  ^
where A/ „ are constants.
To find v^ / , 7^/ , %/ we compare
(3.24) with (3.21) at U  =r where the ^ Ay
in must be the same as the ^ •
We find that
A  / ^  ^  y '^ z ~  A  > / =■ o
It follows that the 4-velocity of B in region is
obtained from
^ ^  ^  i=r ^  id)
-f ^ f =  ^  ib) (3.25)
A ■u~'^  tc)
i s o  (y)
Equation (3.25a) can be integrated immediately to give
U  —  zr— /  =■ Z-C (3.26a)
where C  is a constant. In the final analysis O
depends on the behaviour of the particle inside the
wave. From (3.25b) we have
di cC 
U U  oLS
= r  J  - 4  A'U--'zs^  1—
ciS
Using (3 .25a) for we get
cliA
which gives, on integration,
'T i-f =  S —  Z  1> (5.26b)
where J) is another constant.
In the same way we get for /y , Ç  ,
X
where is a constant.
Hence the world-line of the particle B after the passage 
of the wave is given by
'T' — f  —  44 ■= C
■^7^/— 5 ------------------------------------ (3.26)u
4cX ■= o
We can now find the world-line of B in 
in the coordinate system S/ by making use of
the transformation equations (3.23). The final result 
is
V  -  —  Ae^-f-CE 3- £ e~"^ s
(3.27)
z =  o
J2 ^
Looking at the equations (3*27) we see that 
they are straight lines, as we should expect in a 
Minkowski space-time. It also seems as though this 
world-line is independent of ; i.e. it is
independent of the duration of the wave ; this is not
so, however, because the constants C  , 7) , ^
depend, in the final analysis, on 4^^) ’
-^2 well as on
We now consider the particle at rest at the 
spacial origin ( ^ ) in the system (Xyt/^z^é)
in region ; i.e. before the arrival of the wave.
Proceeding in exactly the same way as before (for the 
particle B) it can be shown that the world-line of A 
in , after the passage of the wave, in the
coordinate system 6/ , is
/V
(3.28)
/oo
where /V is a constant of integration.
It follows from ($.28) that the effect of the wave on
A is to give A a 4—velocity ^ S^ '^ Gn by
^ CK y O yCf y (5*29)
But this is not an invariant property because by a 
Lorentz transformation of the form
A  ~ i t  —  CX -h ^
^  ~  ^  y ^  (5 .3 0)
é  =  {  it ^  Jt -A ol
the particle A can be reduced at rest at the spatial 
origin ( ^ y ^ ^ ^ ) o f a n  inertial frame of reference 
with coordinates ( ^ ^  [f
But what is important is the relative velocity 
imparted to the two particles A, B by the passage of
the wave. To find this relative velocity (if any) we
must refer the world-line of B in in the
coordinate system ^ which A is at rest
at the spatial origin.
Equations (3•30), ($.27) give for the world- 
line of B in (^f  ^ ^
loi
y  = ( 3 . 3 1 )
Z  =  C>
7^ ^  /^l 4£X
— ^ ^  Cl 7^  ^  5 y^ ^
where the constants ^jr , are given by
K ^ = %  -h (3.32)
It follows that the particle B has a 4—velocity
^  —  -jt
JL _ ^ — ^u zs. c •€
'-i (5.33)
:z -zz O
The 4—velocity as given by (3.33) is 
equivalent to a Newtonian velocity ^lyx^^^y t^^which 
is given by
(3.3^)
lOZ
dt dS dt
=  -f-ÿ. e - ^ ‘> y ^
6- =  £ ^ - 7
L/^ =  ^
Also since the particle A is at rest at the origin of 
the spatial coordinates ( 'X , c f ) the Newtonian 
velocity of B given by (3.34) is the relative velocity 
of the two particles A, B. We conclude, therefore, 
that the effect of the passage of the wave on the two 
particles A, B which initially are at relative rest is 
to set them in relative motion, the Newtonian relative 
velocity being given by (3*34).
The result obtained by B.P.R. is that the 
relative Newtonian velocity of A, B is 
—
where are constants. Our result agrees with
this if we take S  ^  K .
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Discussion
We have mentioned in chapter I (part I) that
Mx$ller (3^) applied his theory on ’’momentum-energy and
its localization” to find the energy in the plane
gravitational waves. This is the only theory at present
that may be used to calculate the energy of a field
when the field is described by a metric in any
coordinate system we like. Einstein’s theory is not
applicable at all because the coordinates used in
(2.10) or (3.1) are not quasi-galilean (see chapter 1).
It will be remembered that doubts were expressed in
chapter 1 as to the applicability of M/ller's theory
to non-static fields. Mx5ller in his work used the
metric (2.10) and showed that the wave travels with
the fundamental velocity in the x-direction. But when
he calculated the total energy of the waves he found 
iJ\€
that X: is zero.
We have shown, on the other hand, that when 
the wave passes the freely moving particles A, B which 
are initially at rest (relative), it sets A, B in 
relative motion according to the equations (3.34).
Bondi (2) suggested a simple device which, making use 
of this relative motion, can be used to extract energy
Iom,
from the wave. The device consists of a "rigid” rod 
and a bead which can slide on the rod v/ith some friction. 
If the rod is placed in a suitable direction transverse 
to the direction of the wave propagation and the bead 
is at rest relative to the rod and away from the rod’s 
centre of gravity, then the passing of the wave will 
result in some relative motion of the rod and the bead 
(to a first approximation both bead and rod’s mass 
centre will each move on geodesics). This relative 
motion will generate heat and hence energy. Since 
there are no sources of energy we must conclude that 
this energy is extracted from the wave itself. This 
shows in a very simple way that the wave must carry 
energy.
In view of this result M/(ller ’ s conclusion
that the wave carries no energy cannot be very
convincing. We see, therefore, that M/$ller’s theory
which was successfully applied in part 1 to find the
energy of static fields may be inapplicable in the case
of non-static fields* It was because of the above
result that doubts were expressed in chapter 1 that
M/ller’s theory may be inapplicable to non-static
fields. Although we feel that this limitation of
Mx$ller*s theory may be due to the fact that
behaves like a 4-vector only under spatial coordinate 
transformations we have been unable to prove it.
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1. Introduction
Current cosmological theories fall into two 
distinct classes:
(A) Evolutionary theories
(B) Steady-state theories
Class (A) includes the relativistic; (1), (2), 
and the Newtonian (3), (4), (^), (6) cosmologies and 
the cosmologies based on the theory of special 
relativity (equivalent to those based on Kinematic) 
relativity), (6),, (%), (8), (9). Class (B) includes 
the steady-state theories of Bondi and Gold (10), and 
Hoyle (11). The hypotheses on which these theories are 
based and their general features are discussed in §2.
Much work has been done to find out the 
observable differences of the two theories (A), (B) and 
decide by actual observations which of these theories 
best represents the actual universe. It turns out 
that the cases in which the two theories agree are more 
than the cases in which they give different results. 
Even in the case in which the two theories differ from 
each other the observable difference is so minute and 
the actual observations so uncertain that no final
solution has been given to this so called "cosmological 
problem". Most of the observable relations formulated 
concern the relation between the "spectral red-shift 
and the apparent magnitude of galaxies", the relation 
between "number of galaxies and apparent magnitude of 
galaxies" etc. (see (l), (2), (12), (13)).
In this section we seek a well-formulated 
observational criterion for the fundamental property 
than an evolving expanding universe must appear to be 
more congested at great distances than it is in the 
cosmical neighbourhood of the observer, while a steady 
state universe ought to exhibit the same congestion at 
all distances. As the measure of congestion we take 
the ratio of a statistical measure of the angular 
separation between galaxies (or cluster of galaxies) 
and their suitably specified neighbours in the sky,, to 
a statistical measure of the angular diameter of the 
galaxies themselves. This is discussed in §3. In the 
remaining sections this ratio is worked out for the 
Newtonian, special relativity, general relativity and 
steady-state cosmologies. It is shown with an 
unexpected degree of accuracy that if z  is the spectral 
red-shift of these galaxies the above ratio would be 
proportional to  ^ in an evolving universe; it
loc^
would be independent of Z in a steady-state universe 
This seems the simplest available criterion to see 
whether the universe is evolving or not. The 
feasibility of applying this criterion to the actual 
universe is discussed in gy. Unfortunately, in spite 
of its simplicity in principle, rather obvious reasons 
render its useful application somewhat difficult (if 
not improbable).. However, since it concerns a first- 
order effect of the expansion, and there is some choice 
in the objects to which it might be applied, and since 
the results hold for S  (the angular separation of 
galaxies) not necessarily being a small angle, some 
feasible statistical adaptation of the method may be 
devised in the future.
In the appendix I we work out certain integrals 
arising from sections S'r 6  ^ in appendix II the
problem of (special) relativistic apparent size is 
further discussed for the sake of its intrinsic 
interest.
A brief discussion of this work was published 
joihtly with Professor ¥.H. McCrea in 1959, a copy of 
which is supplied at the end of this thesis.
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2. Main features of the cosmological models
All the cosmological models, in practice, 
ignore local irregularities of the actual universe.
They treat it as being a smoothed-out universe, its 
contents behaving like a continuous fluid. The object 
of all cosmological theories is to discover a 
theoretical model representing the smoothed-out 
universe and such that their predictions and their 
theoretical observable relations should be the same as 
the ones actually observed in the actual universe.
There are many competing cosmological models each 
claiming superiority over the others in certain 
respects. The relativistic models claiming 
superiority on its logical structure having as its 
basis the edifice of the theory of general relativity; 
the steady-state theory on its mathematical simplicity 
and on certain other philosophical aspects. It seems 
that only by actual observations can the present 
controversy be settled. To find the simplest 
observational criterion likely to differentiate between 
the various theories we briefly mention the main 
features of the two classes of theories (A) and (B) of §1:
In the evolutionary theories the universe is 
assumed to be homogeneous and isotropic about any spatial
///
point at a Riven epoch ii although the general 
picture of the universe changes with ‘t  ^ The contents 
of the universe (gala^cies, cluster of galaxies) are 
moving radially away from each other (their magnitudes 
remaining approximately constant), so that the universe 
is expanding. The contents of the universe are 
supposed to have expanded away from a single point or 
from an initial highly congested, unstable state 
(e.g. from the Einstein state in relativistic cosmology 
(14)), at some distant time in the past. According to 
the conservation laws implied by the physical theories 
applicable in the appropriate evolutionary models 
the total matter of the universe must remain constant. 
Accordingly no new matter is being created. Since the 
universe is expanding it follows that the universe must 
get less and less congested with the passage of time.
The point of interest in our discussion is that an 
evolutionary exnanding universe must have been more 
congested in the past than it is now.
In the steady-state theories homogeneity and 
isotropy of the universe is also assumed but the 
theories also demand that the general picture of the 
universe remains unchanged with the passage of time.
Tliis is the fundamental difference between the two 
classes of theories. In the steady-state theories
HZ
galaxies are also moving away from each other and, 
therefore, we have, again, an expanding universe. But 
if the steady-state character of the universe over 
large regions is to be preserved we cannot but 
postulate the continual creation of matter. Out of 
this newly created matter new galaxies are formed thus 
keeping the steady-state character of the universe 
unchanged. Accordingly, in this theory, the congestion 
of the universe must be the same everyv;here and at all 
times.
We are not going to decide here which of the 
theories best represents the actual universe on 
philosophical, logical or mathematical grounds. We 
shall leave actual observations to differentiate 
between the theories. Accordingly we proceed to 
propose our new observational criterion.
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5 . The Observational Criterion
It follows directly from the brief summary of 
the cosmological models given in §2, that if the 
universe as a whole is evolving and a region of it 
light-years distant is observed (now), this region as 
seen (now) must be years younger than our own
neighbourhoodIn particular, if the universe is 
expanding and no new matter is assumed to be created, 
as in models (A), this region must be seen to be more 
congested than our own cosmic neighbourhood; the 
degree of congestion must be increasing with 
increasing 'T . On the other hand,, if the universe 
is in a steady-state, a region of it at any distance 
must be seen to be not different from our neighbourhoodl 
(always provided that we are speaking of sufficiently 
large regions). This gives, in principle, the 
simplest observational means of discovering whether the 
actual universe is evolving or not; it is literally a 
question of looking to see if it is. Further this 
criterion makes use of the most fundamental features of 
the cosmological theories as summarized in §2.
The essence of the required procedure may be 
indicated as follows. Let zû be some observable
measure of the angular size, as seen by an observer Q  , 
of an object d  belonging to some standard 
category (e.g. some type of cluster of galaxies). Let 
P  be a^s nearest neighbour in space and 
receding from 6? as a manifestation of the general 
cosmical expansion (that Is, P  is not gravitationally 
bound to (2 ). Let ^  be the observable angular
separation of P  , ^  in the sky as seen by O
Taking a number of objects like d  all at the same 
"distance" (as judged by some convenient criterion) 
within specified limits, we find the average values 
of Zk  ^ 0  for these objects. Let. „ 0
denote the average values of 4  , 0  ^ itself
may be taken as a measure of the distance of the
objects concerned. The important point we note is that 
the ratio ^//\^ is a measure of the congestion of 
the universe at that particular distance ( )
If the ratio is found to decrease with
increasing distance (e.g. with decreasing ) we
should infer that the universe is expanding and evolving. 
More generally, any dependence of on the
"distance" would contradict the steady-state hypothesis.
Since 0 , are related in the same
way to the average actual distance /^ CSi and the
average actual diameter of the objects concerned.
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respectively, (apart from a purely numerical factor 
allowing for the fact that distances are projected on 
the sky), it follows that the ratio of these two actual 
distances is given by ^ independently of the 
particular geometry of space-time. Therefore the 
suggested procedure demands no knowledge of this 
geometry. This, also, means that although our criterion 
will differentiate between cosmological models of class 
(A) and (B) it cannot distinguish between the various 
evolutionary models of the class (A). We do not 
consider this as a limitation of our procedure. Our 
object is to find whether the universe is evolving or 
not. To try to distinguish between the various 
evolutionary models at the same time it means giving up 
the above criterion and with it the great advantage 
that the above procedure demands no knowledge of the 
geometry of space-time.
The procedure proposed above is only the gist 
of the method. A proper mathematical formulation is 
needed with an expression of the results in suitable 
statistical terms. In particular, since the spectral 
red-shift, ZS , is the most convenient criterion of 
distance, we shall discuss the possible dependence 
of ^ o n  , rather than on itself.
In what follows we shall first give the
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mathematical formulation of the above criterion. It 
appears that no such formulations has been given before 
the publication of paper (16), (to be called paper I 
henceforth), which was published in collaboration with 
Professor McCrea. The formulation possesses some 
interest of its own, in particular the unexpected 
property that the results obtained are exact; they do 
not depend on the angle 0  being a small angle.
The above criterion was first proposed by 
W.H. McCrea after commenting on J. Neyman and 
E. Scott’s lecture on "Statistical approach to problems 
of cosmology" (P^). In his own words : "Define a
parameter S that is to be some statistical measure 
of the apparent (angular) size of a cluster, and 
another parameter é that is to be some statistical 
measure of the apparent (angular) separation between 
"neighbouring" clusters. "Neighbouring" is to be 
judged with the aid of red-shifts as a criterion of 
distance from us.. Then any dependence of upon
distance would contradict the steady-state hypothesis. 
The advantage of this method is that it is independent 
of a knowledge of the geometry of space-time".
m4. Cosmological Models and Assumptions
As is usual in the solution of the "cosmological 
problem" the theory can be given only for theoretical 
models of the universe. Their main features were 
discussed in §2. We formulate our criterion, below, 
for the models in Newtonian, special relativity (here 
equivalent to kinematic relativity), general relativity,, 
and steady-state cosmologies. There is some gain in 
insight, as well as some mathematical interest in 
treating these cases separately. It is also shown that 
for all the evolutionary models the results are of 
exactly the same form in an appropriate coordinate 
system.
As we pointed out in §2 all the cosmological 
models are "smoothed-out" models. But for the purpose 
of the theoretical treatment we shall suppose that any 
model under consideration contains "galaxies" which 
are the only objects to be considered.
We assume that 
" (a) each galaxy has no motion except that of 
the cosmical expansion; that is, galaxies are not 
gravitationally bound.
(b) each galaxy has a (proper) size which
n ?
does not vary with time*
(o) each galaxy has a nearest-neighbour 
galaxy (to be called simply its "neighbour") and that 
the directions joining the galaxies to their neighbours 
are randomly distributed in space.
(d) at a particular cosmic epoch, the 
distances between the galaxies and their neighbours 
are distributed according to some statistical law, but 
that there is no statistical correlation between these 
distances and the sizes of the galaxies.
(e) in the evolutionary models galaxies are 
neither created nor destroyed; it follows that a 
galaxy that is the neighbour to a given galaxy at any 
epoch is its neighbour at any other epoch.
In the steady-state models we retain 
assumptions assumptions (a) to (d) but not (e); 
instead we admit the appearance of new galaxies so that, 
statistically,, a galaxy has a nearest neighbour at a 
fixed distance not depending on the epoch.
It must be emphasized that these assumptions 
serve mainly to provide a terminology for the 
mathematical formulation. Any attempt to endow the 
models with some sort of physical reality would 
automatically ensure that they must contain objects of 
some kind that behave in the manner described above
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without further special assumptions. When we discuss 
the possible correspondence between the model and the 
actual universe the objects mentioned above will not be 
literally individual galaxies.
After our paper (16) was published, Davidson 
published a paper (36) dealing with more or less the 
same topics as we have done in (36). His work differs 
widely from our own in detail. Davidson covers a 
wider programme in the sense that he dispenses with 
assumptions (a), (b) and that his work may differentiate 
between the various evolutionary models too. We do not 
consider assumption (a) as being stringent in any way. 
What we are interested in is the general cosmical 
expansion of the universe. Assumption (b) on the 
constancy of the size of the galaxies might be 
considered as a limitation of our theory but it is 
unlikely that any variation of the size of the 
galaxies w.r.t. time would mask the overall behaviour 
of the universe as considered here. On the other 
hand, Davidson's formulation is only approximate; in 
particular, the angle 0  must be assumed to be a 
small angle.
We proceed to give the mathematical formulation 
of our criterion.
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5. Newtonian Cosmology
The relevant features of Newtonian cosmology 
have been summarized by Bondi (6) and McCrea (36) and 
no attempt to recover their results is made here. The 
space used is euclidean and the time is the newtonian 
universal time ^ . The galaxy Q  will mean the
galaxy (from where observations are made), in the sense 
of §3, whose centre is 0  , and an observer 0  will 
mean an observer at this centre. Similarly for other 
galaxies. Let 0  be the observer whose observations 
we wish to discuss, and let Ci be another galaxy.
In this cosmology all its features are deduced from 
the hypothesis that the space is homogeneous and 
isotropic about any observer. In particular, it 
follows that the position vector Çci of (3 referred 
to Û  is of the form
(5.1)
where is a fixed vector permanently characterizing
the particular galaxy d  , and is a function
of “t only and the same for all G  . Let ^  be 
Gl^ S nearest neighbour in the sense of section 3*
The position vector ^ of P  relative to G  is
y  =  6 R  (S.2.)
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where ^  is another fixed vector chargicterizing P  
It follows from (5’«1), (6^ .2) that the position vector ^ 
of P relative to O  is given by
= ( £  - / - A ) (^-5)
Let 0 be the angle CIO P ,, and 0 be
the angle between the vectors A  , 6 , as shown
in the figure. Then, as is easily seen from figure J
oc ^
where u ^  j a j y ^ ^  j é j
It follows from (^.4) that for given galaxies Q  , ^  
the angles 0 , â are independent of ^  as it
should be expected from the cosmological model and the
assumption that O  „ G  P  are not
gravitationally bound. Since light is supposed to be 
propagated along euclidean straight, lines in this 
model, the angle & is the required angular
separation of G  , P  as seen from ^  . We now
suppose, for the moment, that 6 is given, with
CX^h , but that all directions of b in space 
are equally probable in accordance with assumption^ (c) 
in g^. Let 0  be the mean value of 0 corresponding 
to all possible positions of P
Ill
Then
0 — —  / 0 cil 0 (f>
Therefore
rr
^ 6 > — \ &'CÜi,&dê ■ (if*5a)
<7
Integrating (jT.5a) partially we get
0  =  / —  ^  ^  J ^ d 0
But in view of (6".4) for the value of B in terms of B 
and the assumption that a p h  , the expression in the 
bracket vanishes., 0  is, therefore, given by
R. P  COSB (^-5)
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To evaluate this integral we use (5^ .4) to find ^^/dB 
in terms of & . Substituting this value of
in (SJy) the integral can be evaluated exactly 
(appendix I) to give
6  =
This very simple dependence of 0  on 
would hardly have been foreseen as an exact result. In 
particular it follows that we can now let ^ have
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whatever its appropriate distribution-law as mentioned 
in section >5?.(d). Substituting the mean value 
of iy in is 6^) we get the mean value 0  of 0  .
Thus the formula 05***6) reduces to
e  = — —  w-7)
and gives the mean angular separation, as seen from 0  
between any galaxy with a given ^  -value and its 
neighbours.. This simple formula involves no 
approximations•
Newtonian cosmology in its simplest 
presentation requires no assumption about the speed of 
light. But, if it is to yield a self-consistent model 
involving light propagation, we must postulate that the 
speed cCt) of light measured locally by an observer 
attached to a galaxy depends at most upon the time it 
It follows that, in accordance with the assumptions 
(homogeneity and isotropy) on which Newtoniam cosmology 
is based, that the speed of light measured locally and 
at the same time is the same for all observers. It is 
necessary to assume that the Newtonian law of addition 
of velocities holds even if one of the velocities is 
the velocity of light .
It follows from (5"*1) that the velocity V of
/ Z d
a galaxy at distance f (= g /^C0 , say) from the 
origin is given by
It follows that the local radial velocity of
light is given by
dt 2Ct)
or
d t
for outward or inward propagation, respectively. We 
shall adapt the expression (5**8) for the velocity of 
light in the simple case in which  ^ a constant
(Bondi (6)). The consistency of the results we shall 
obtain below serves as a justification of the above 
assumptions.
Let to be the epoch of observation by O  . 
If ^  is the epoch of the emission by G  of light 
reaching 0: at to't then, by (S".8)
f a  M
X(i)
Using equation (6^ .1) we get
\ i w  - f
4?
Since the R.H.S. is constant it follows by differentiation 
that, if is the time-interval during which radiation
is emitted by Gi at time and cLto is the
time-interval during which this radiation is received 
by 0  at time
dioi ~~ R^iu)
Therefore, if , ^<5 are the wavelengths of
radiation as measured by ^  , respectively,
then
%  s  =• (5^ .10)
This is the well-knov/n formula for the red-shift %  
Therefore, as Bondi has remarked, the above assumption 
on the propagation of light in Newtonian cosmology lead, 
through equation (^.8), to exactly the same form (5^ .10) 
as the corresponding result in relativistic cosmology.
We come now to the evaluation of the angular 
diameter of ijL In section gÿ. we have made the
assumption (b) that the proper size of a galaxy is 
independent of it . Let ^  be the angular diameter 
of Q  as seen by O  at the epoch to • We assume 
that ^  is a small angle and that results are 
required only to the first order in (see appendix II)..
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Treating (J as a sphere of diameter -/ , this
angle is given by
Cii^ Q
since is the distance of Gi from O  at
time when light leaves Gi • (Were the galaxy
^  an elongated body of length , we should have
in place of G in (6T.11)). If is the
mean value of for all galaxies, then the mean 
value of for a given ^  -value is
remains the same because by (5*-9), if o: , 
are given, then is fixed and so is also fixed.
From (^#7), (5*.12) we get for the ratio ^
(our measure of congestion of the universe at a given 
distance),
f .
Using (^.10) to find we finally get
A-
According to the postulated properties of the 
models the red-shift z: is the only quantity in the 
right-hand member of (^ . 1$) that depends upon the
IZI
distance of the galaxies under observation at epoch to •• 
Naturally, we do not need to employ any measure of 
distance other than Z  • Thus if a number of 
galaxies all exhibiting the same red-shift z  are
observed to have mean angular diameter ZJk and to 
have mean angular separation 0 ^  from their 
neighbours in space, then for the present model (^.1$) 
asserts that decreases with increasing Z  in
proportion to I ^
This is the precise expression for the model 
of the increasing congestion of the universe to be seen 
at increasing distance from the observer which was 
described qualitatively in section 2.
/2?
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6. Cosmology of Special (Kinematical) Relativity
A model of the expanding universe that can be 
treated by special relativity was first described by 
Kermack and McCrea (2) and has recently been treated 
by Synge ((8), p. 150). For the present purposes it is 
the same as that given by kinematical relativity (9).
As we shall show below the cosmological model based on 
special relativity is a particular model of those of 
general relativistic cosmology. It is interesting, 
however, to treat this model by itself using only the 
basic results of special relativity.
The special relativity model corresponds to 
the Newtonian model described in in the particular 
case in which the galaxies move radially away from 
each other with uniform relative velocities, i.e. as 
seen from (^ . 1 ), in the particular case in which /^(t)^t 
Newtonian theory is abandoned, of course, and use is 
made of the kinematics and optics of special relativity 
instead. We postulate that a frame moving with some 
galaxy is inertial. It then follows from above (i.e. 
from the uniform relative motion of the galaxies) that 
there is an inertial frame moving with every galaxy.
All the quantities we shall be considering are referred
!l>o
to one or another of such frames.
We start with the galaxies O   ^ G i  ^ p  
as in section Replacing by t the
expressions (5^ .1), (5^ .2) now become
.a
(6-1)
(6.2)
Z p
where &  is time measured in the inertial frame S 
moving with O  and 6 is time in the inertial 
frame S  moving with 62 . It follows that ^  is
the velocity of d  relative to 6? in 5 , and
6 is the velocity of P  relative to <3 in 6
Let ^  ,, O y  be rectangular axes in S ,
and Gi^ b e  rectangular axes in .5 , chosen
so that O  7L , (2 JX lie along 6? 62 and ,
a  y lie in the plane ( P d P  . We measure time
Zn S i S at the instant at which O  2
coincide.
Let X d P  =  , as measured in S ; this
is a fixed angle determined by the fixed vector ^
Since P  moves with constant velocity k. relative 
to ^  in -5 , its world-line, in 5 , is
given by
^  —  6 0 ; —^  ~  & (6*5) 
t t
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To find the world-line of P  in the inertial 
frame S we apply the Lorentz transformations in 
their simple form
X  =  ^  (  X  -p a  t  )
y  y  ^ ;zr==SF
where
/
since S  moves relative to S with velocity iX 
along CPx • It is easily seen from (6.3), (6 .--^) 
that the world-line of P In S is given by
X  __ ct -h h  Cos 0
^ r  y  ^I'cth/ . \ r 7 (is-5)P C^S&]
y b 0
t
It follows from (6.5) that the galaxy P  moves, in S  ^
with uniform radial velocity in accordance with the 
general feature of the special (kinematical) relativity
cosmology. The fixed line through G  in which P
moves makes an angle , say, with the O x  axis
where, from (#.5),
/3Z
Equation (6.5) provides the special relativity 
analogue of (6^5), and (6*6) is the analogue of (^.4) 
in Newtonian cosmology. It is seen that, in the limit 
when C tends to infinite, equations Q?.5), (6.*6) 
reduce to the Newtonian equations (^.5), (5T.4) 
respectively. From the optics of special relativity it 
follows that the angle 0 is again the fixed angular 
separation of 62 , ^  as seen from O
Again we temporarily assume that b is given, 
with (xyb , but that all directions of 6 in space 
in S are equally probable, i.e. that (2 is 
equally likely to see his neighbour P in any 
direction in space (assumption (c) in §ÿ). Then S  , 
the mean value of & as defined in gf, is again 
formally given by GT.5) but with &  now given in 
terms of 0  by (6.6). The integral (f.5) is now 
somewhat different and more complicated owing to the 
factor p  in (6.6), but it can still be evaluated 
exactly (appendix I). We find that 0  is now 
given by
As a check, we notice that this agrees with the 
Newtonian result (^.6) in the limit when ^ tends to
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infinity, as we should expect. But we shall consider 
the exact correspondence between (6.?) and (G.6) in a 
different way at the end of this section.
Light propagation in special relativity 
presents no difficulties. It is one of the principles 
of the theory that the speed of light in an inertial 
frame is C . Since time is measured (in S , S ) 
at the event at which O , (2 coincide and ^  is
the velocity of 62 relative to 0 in S , the 
distance of 62 from O  at time , as
measured in S , is Therefore, light
emitted by CL at time reaches 0 at time é'o
if
giving
éo ^  ( CPCt) (6*8)
Also, when the standard formula for the doppler effect- 
in special relativity is applied to (j2 receding
from Q  with speed oc , we get for the red-shift
where, as before, A c  is the wave-length of the
radiation received at 6? , as measured in S ,
and is the wave-length of radiation emitted by d
as measured in S
Since, at time , observer 0 sees d
at distance u tci he sees it as having angular 
diameter ^  , where
A  —  —^ ( I 4- )
by using (6 *8). Here we have again treated 6J as a 
sphere of proper-diameter G  ? noting that the 
diameter perpendicular to the sight-line is not 
affected by the recession of 62 from O  , i.e. by 
the transformation (6 .4) from 5  to S • Also we
have again assumed to be a small angle. Although
an exact expression for ^  is given in appendix II 
it is unlikely that, in practice, will be
required to a higher approximation than the one in 
(6*10). As before, we may now insert mean values 
for ^  and by the same argument as in §5" we have for 
the mean value of Zl ,
a. \ (6.11)
From (6.7), taking mean values, and (6-11) we 
get for our measure of congestion ,
Z35'
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Using (6.9) for the expression  ^ we finally
get
where the asterisk on the right denotes the mean value 
of the quantity in square-brackets. The fact that 
equation (6#12) is a more complicated function of 
than in the Newtonian cosmology case is of no 
immediate significance. All that matters here is 
that the quantity in curly brackets in (6.12) is cer­
tainly independent of .. It follows that the
dependence of 0 //\^ upon z  is precisely the
same as before and so the conclusion stated at the end 
of section S  applies also to the special relativity 
model.
Transformation of Parameters. The metric of the 
space-time of special relativity used here with y , 
^ ^ as polar coordinates referred to O  is
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Under the allowable space-time coordinate transformation
i =  T
i
^ (6.14)
£ — £~ *
C T
it is easily seen that the metric (6.13) transforms 
into
clS i = .  c ^  ~'" J  d ^
Anticipating the results of the following 
section (6.15) describes a particular general 
relativistic model of J ) with
This was first proved by Kermack and McCrea (^) and 
shows that the special relativity model can be deduced 
from the general relativistic models as we have remarked 
earlier on in this section.
We saw above that the world-line of a typical 
galaxy is of the form (6.1), that is, say, ,
where 'A is a constant vector. We may write this in
the form
=  A.'t y 0   ^ (6-16)
Using (6.14) equations (6*16) become
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where the constant value of is given by
_ £ Z _ — X  (6.27)
It follows that all the galæcies have simply fixed 
spatial coordinates in the system.
Moreover, the ^ ^  -space (i.e. the
3-space 'X zs ) is seen to be a space of
constant curvature at every instant 'T' and so the
form of (6.13) is invariant when the origin of these 
coordinates is transferred from O  to any other 
galaxy (see following section).
In particular, if h is the v^-coordinate 
of P referred to GL then, since from (6.2) the
X-parameter is b , corresponding to (6.17) we
have
b b
whence
It follows that the function ^ / —
occurring in (6.7), (6.12) is equal to , i.e.
{,-c ~ T °
/3f
Referring to the variables in (6.14), we see hat 
along the world-line of 0 , since O , we
have 6 =  T' . Hence in place of in (6.10),
(6.11), (6.12) we may write , which is the epoch
of observation in the new variables. Using this and
(6.18), the formula (6.12) becomes
where =  C *To •
(6.19) is now of exactly the same form as (5"-13). We 
shall return to this feature in section 7.
/3y
?• General Relativistic Cosmology
The metrics describing the expanding general 
relativistic models are all included in
ds
(We write in place of the more usual symbol
simply because t: has been used in another sense in
sections §. and 6** ) The metric, (y.l) can be, and has 
been, obtained from some general kinematic and 
geometric considerations independently of the theory 
of relativity. The first derivation of (7 .I) was given 
by Robertson (19), (^) and by Walker (21) and is 
usually called the Robertson-Walker metric. Their 
derivation is based on the assumption that the universe 
is homogeneous and isotropic about any (fundamental) 
observer who is at rest with respect to the mean motion 
of the matter in its own neighbourhood and on the 
assumption that the world-lines of the fundamental 
observers (particles) do not intersect except possibly 
at one singular point in the past (Weyl*s postulate). 
The coordinates used in (^.1) are so-called co-moving 
coordinates and fundamental observers (substratum) are 
characterized as having fixed spatial coordinates
/^o
Tolman ((1), page 364) gave another derivation of the 
metric (y^ .d) based on the single assumption that the 
universe at large is spherically symmetric about any 
fundamental observer. Perhaps the best derivation of
(7 .1 ) from the point of view of general relativity is 
due to McVittie ((2), page 138). His derivation is 
based on the assumption that the universe is anoothed-out 
and has spherical symmetry about any fundamental 
observer. With these assumptions only and by 
employing co-moving coordinates and making use of the 
field equations of general relativity he was able to 
obtain the metric (7 .I). Yet another derivation of
(7 .1 ) was given very recently by Eisenhart (22) using 
the theory of continuous groups of motions.
The variable T  occurring in (7.1) is 
referred to as the cosmic or world-time and it is the 
time registered by a clock carried by a fundamental 
observer.. The function is a disposable function
of ^  only whose geometrical interpretation is that 
is the constant curvature of the 3-space 
Z" = constant. The curvature is, of course, constant 
for any given value of 'Z but it generally varies 
as 'Z varies. The symbol ^  is a constant and 
we can, without loss of generality, take it to be 
equal to ^ , Q  , —  ^  according as to whether the
Idl
curvature is positive, zero, or negative respectively. 
Sometimes it will be convenient to write X  XL 
where is a constant.
We shall assume that the galaxies we are 
dealing with are members of the "substratum" and 
therefore they have fixed spatial coordinates ( ^  ),
i .e.
(7.2)
We shall find it more useful to employ the 
metric (7 .I) in the form
d s ^ =  4 0 ^  (7-5)
where we have taken the fundamental velocity C to be 
unity. (7 .2 ) is obtained from (7 .I) by the purely 
spatial coordinate transformation
It follows from (7*2), (7.4) that the galaxies have 
fixed spatial coordinates in the p  ) 0 } ^  ) system
too.
Once again we consider the galaxies 0, P, Q 
as in the previous sections. We take 0 to be the
ldi
point p  and Q to be the point p  zs ûi , 0  O
(remembering that, as in spherical polar coordinates, 
such particular values do define single points in the 
3-space 'T = constant without mentioning the other 
coordinates; in fact, ^  has no meaning when 0 ^ 0  , 
and 0 , have no meaning when p  ^  o ).
We shall show that it is possible to transfer 
the spatial origin of these coordinates, i.e. the 
point p  zs O or in the 3-space, from one
galaxy (e.g. 0) to any other galaxy (e.g. Q) leaving 
the form (7*1) (7*5) invariant. This is a
fundamental property of (7*1) (7*5) and is due to
the fact that the 5-spaces Z- constant have 
constant curvature for any given value of 'Z . The 
required transformation affecting this change of 
origin is discussed in Tolman*s book ((1), page 370) 
but because of its importance and the wider use we are 
going to make of it we shall discuss it in detail. To 
avoid introducing square roots we shall write -iL .
The metric (7.3), then, reduces to
The values of j^ ^ 0  now correspond to
respectively.
In the pj 0 j ) system with 0 at the
spatial origin we have, then, the following table of 
coordinates for 0, d(^ k.s ind'ete^^minoJx uaCues"^
F 0 4>
Galaxy 0 o * -
Galaxy Q CL O 0
Table 1
We change from the ( p j  0 j </> ) to the
( ZT/ , y yZijL )-system by the purely spatial 
transformations
^ , =  I - / ’/ei)
î=r -itUi 0 CiPi ^
^  0-ydi <p
=  yo Cc>j 0  
(7.6) changes the metric (7.5) to
(7.6)
(7.7)
which shows that the 3-spaces T  = constant described
"by (7*5) can be regarded as embedded in a euclidean 
space of dimentionality 4.
From table 1 and equations (7 *6 ) it is easily 
seen that the new z-coordinates of 0, Q are given as in 
the following table
'Z, ..... ........ 3^ ...
Galaxy 0 JZ^ 0 0 0
Galaxy Q
^  0  - O O a
Table 2
We apply now the transformations, corresponding 
to a rotation in the Z/Z^-plane,
S=r Z/ -h AT
* =  — Z )  (X! -h Zfi C v f  cy
where
(7-8)
It can easily be verified that under these transformations
the metric (7.7) remains invariant, i.e.
ds "= O’T-'- Z t-r^dz,^ +dz^ -i- d£f+ dzj (7 -
From the table 2 and the equations (7 .8) it follows 
that the coordinates of 0, Q in the %-system are 
given by
9)
Z/ \
Galaxy 0 z^(/-^/np 0 0 —  Ck
Galaxy Q <2^ 0 0 0
Table 5
Now, the metric: (7*7) was obtained from (75) 
by the transformation equations (7 .6), and since the 
metric (7.9) is of exactly the same form as the metric 
(7*7)> we can use transformations of the form (y.6) 
again to obtain (7 .5) in a coordinate system jô / <P ), 
say, in which its form remains invariant. Applying, 
therefore, the transformations
'Zjfzzzp 0  p
—  p  0
I lu lb
the metric (7 .9), and through it the metric (7 .5 ), 
transforms to
ds'^—  ^  C'^ )j — ■
which is of exactly the same form as (7.5). Further, 
the \ p  } 0 ) coordinates of 0, Q, as obtained from
table 5 and equations (7 .1 0), are given by
________ L ________ 0 <p
Galaxy 0 Ci T 0
Galaxy Q 0 0
Table 4
It follows from table 4 that 0 has, in the new 
coordinate system ( pj0j^ ), ^  — /T as
its coordinates, while Q is now at the spatial origin 
of (  ^ P )" Hence by the above sequence of
transformations the spatial origin at 0 is changed to 
another galaxy Q without changing the form of the
metric (7-5)#
Combining the transformation equations (7 -6 ),
(7 .8 ), (7 .1 0) we find, therefore, that the
IJPl
transformation equations which changes the origin of 
spatial coordinates from 0 to Q without changing the 
form of the metric are given by
y  -c^ S' Cy>j ÿ» =  y  <6^ e Cd» 4 (b)
(7.12)
(c)
(d)
y 'Cÿpi 0 -c£*iip — j0 '€.^*10 -yJ*» ip
^Cy>s0^-^<x(,--hfCdPfe(/~
These can be solved in the form
p 0 Ci^stf> ^ 0 <Ly>j <p (^)
^ (7 .1 3)
pc Ccdd0 —  a [/ ÙCJ0 (, Ÿ (d)
It is seen from (7 .12), (7.13) that we can, without loss
of generality, take <p ==■ <p • Then the equations
(7 *1 5) reduce to
- ^-'1/ f /- % j f -
_  . - (b)
(7.14)
p  Ci>J 0  =  / - / ^  ^
__ (d)
These four equations are not all independent; in fact 
(7.14a) can be obtained from (7 .14b), (7.14c). As we 
said before equations (7 .14) leave the metric invariant 
while they transfer the spatial origin of coordinates 
from 0 to Q.
With Q as the spatial origin of coordinates 0 
has the spatial coordinates ( CCj ^  * )• Let the
galaxy P (Q*s neighbour) have coordinates ( 0y ^  ),
in this coordinate system, with p  * It follows
from equations (7 .14b) , (7 .14c) that
.(7 .1 5)
The angle ^ is, of course, the 0  -coordinate of P 
in the coordinate system in which 0 is at the spatial 
origin of coordinates.
It is a simple property of light-tracks in the 
space-time (7 .I), or (7 .5 ) that radiation received at 
the spatial origin must travel along radial null- 
geodesics (see (2), page 14$). It follows that the 
angle & defines the direction in which Q sees P, 
and the angle & defined by (7 *1 5) is the angular 
separation of Q, P as seen from 0 .
Equation (7 .15) is the most general formula
llh€^
defining 0 in the problem we have been concerned 
with. All the formulae corresponding to (7 .I5 ) in the 
various cosmological models we have considered (or can 
he obtained from (7 .I)) are particular cases of (7 .15) 
in the appropriate coordinate system (see end of this 
section)•
Equation (7 LI5 ) shows that the angle 0  is 
a constant of time in accordance with our assumptions 
in g^ and the general features of the cosmological model 
under discussion.
Again we keep b fixed for the moment, 
with b , but assume as before that all directions,
in space, of P as seen by Q are equally probable. Then 
^  , the mean value of 0 as defined in g^, is 
again given formally by C5^ .5) but with &  now given in 
terms of 0 by the much more complicated formula
(7 .1 5).* The resulting integral can still be evaluated 
exactly to give, for the mean value of 0 ^
(7 .1 6)
This is the mean angular separation, as seen from 0, 
between any galaxy with a given ^-value and its neighbour. 
It is the most general formula for all cosmological 
models represented by, or derived from, the space-time
(^.l). It involves no approximation and includes all 
space-times whose 3-spaces T  = constant are of positive,
zero or negative curvature* The results published in 
(16) and the results of Newtonian and special relativity 
cosmology can be derived from the above formula (see end 
of this section)•
Spectral Red-shift. Generalizing results of the 
special theory of relativity concerning light-tracks, 
we shall assume that light, in matter-free regions, 
propagates on null-geodesics. Our cosmological model 
(y.l) or (i^ .5) is not, of course, free of matter but 
we shall assume, with all the other writers, that the 
light-tracks in the space-time (7 #1 ), or (7*5) are the 
null-geodesics ( cl S ^ O  ) of these metrics. For 
radial null-geodesics ( d ( p ^ O  ) (*7*5) gives,
with c/S ^  O ,
 zi2 l d L ,
for inward light-propagation. It follows that, if
radiation leaves Q at and reaches 0 at ,
then zi, j must satisfy the equation
A  /'To
cl P_____  _  I dT
-rC'To) f L^ ») (7.17)
/^/
_ / 
d  T  ff(T)
Since i\ , are constants it follows that the
integral on the left-hand side of (7 »1 7) must be a 
constant while the integral on the right-hand side is 
a function of and ^  only, say,
where is, of course, equal to the constant on
the L.H.S. of (7*17) • It follows that if radiation of 
wave-length , as measured at Q, is emitted during
the time-interval at and all this radiation
is received at 0 during the time-interval S'To at time 
and at wave-length A  ^  , as measured at 0 , 
and must be related by
cT r =■ ^ ^ s 'Tci =  o
or, since, from ("7.17), 2 ^  — — . and -ff —  C—
STo _  where 'Zg ^  /Zi'To') y K.iS^ -=-1^  ('T^
S T oi
Since the number of wave-crest emitted at Q (during (T"Zlg ) 
are all received at 0 (during ) the last relation
gives the well-known red-shift ^  ,
Z (7.18)
A 4Ç
/5'2
Let the galaxy Q subtend a small angle ZL 
at 0 at the epoch of obsei-vation 'T'o , so that 
is again the epoch at which the radiation leaves Q. 
Treating Q as a "sphere" of diameter ^  and 
expressing from (7.5) that C is in particular the 
proper-diameter perpendicular to the sight-line, we 
get: (cf . (2^) equation 5 )
(7-19)
where CX is the radial coordinate of Q. Taking mean 
values we have for the mean value of ^  ,
Inserting mean values in (y.l6 ) and using (y.20) we 
have for the measure of congestion of the universe
Using formula (y.l8 ) for the red-shift we can write 
~  ’ hence reduces to
M (7.21)
a *
where the asterisk on the block-brackets has the same
formal meaning as in §g. Although (7.21) is more 
complicated than in the two previous cases we notice 
that the quantity in curly-brackets is certainly 
independent of %  . It follows that, even in this
most general evolutionary model of the expanding 
universe, the dependence of upon z, is
precisely the same as before, namely ( /tZ.)  ^. All 
the remarks at the end of §5* apply to this general 
case too.
When the formulation of ^ w a s  given in 
paper 1 , in the case of general relativistic cosmology, 
the ratio ^ w a s  worked out separately for the 
three cases , Oj — / i.e. when the 5-space
'TT = constant is of positive, zero and negative 
curvature (of course we gave the working only in the 
case of ^  ; the case of is obtained in
a similar way). In this thesis we made a definite 
generalization in the sense that has been worked
out for a 5-space with an arbitrary curvature 
( A  ‘ss /j O^ •/ ). In fact the expression (7 *2 1)
shows explicitly how depends on the curvature
of the 5-space. The particular case in which 
can readily be obtained from the general formula (7 .2 1). 
We shall obtain the results given in paper 1 (section 5) 
and we shall also show that the Newtonian and special
relativity results of sections S’ and G can all be 
obtained from the general relativistic results obtained 
in this section.
(a) Results of paper 1 (section 5).
With ^ ^ ‘=1 J  equation (7 .21) reduces to
Applying the transformation (7 .4-) for b i.e.
we get
I
¥
Therefore
^  j l  b
Therefore, we finally get for ,
This is precisely equation (5.15) given in 1.
Not only this final result, but also the 
transformation equations (5*^)> (5«5)> (5*7)? (5*8) 
given in 1 transforming the spatial origin of the
/5T
coordinates from galaxy 0 to galaxy Q, the expressions
(5-9) for 0 , and (5.10) for the mean value 0
can be obtained from the corresponding formulae of 
this section.
With i  ^write
Then the metric (7 .$) reduces to 
which is the metric (5*3) of 1.
Writing a  —  , in accordance with (7 .2 5) equations
(7 .12a), (7*14-b), (7.12d), (7 .14c) reduce, respectively, 
to
^ Û  =  \  ^
^  \ 0 =  .4^  ^  \  C^$ 0  ^
These are precisely the equations (5*4-), (5*5), (3*7), 
(5 .8 ), respectively, given in 1.
■Applying equation (7 *2 5) to (7 *1 5), with / and
b 1=:^ ^ Cu4 , we get
2^ 2^  ^  =:
a g
which is equation (5*9) of I.
With the above values of b equation (7 .2 6 )
gives
This is equation (5*10) of 1.
(b) Derivation of Newtonian cosmology
Since the space of Newtonian cosmology is 
euclidean C i.e. ^  ^  • Putting ^
equation (7* 15) reduces to
^  ¥ b P
This is equation (5^ .4-) of the Newtonian cosmology 
From (7 1^ 6) with get
0 =: Æ .
__
This is equation (5".6)..
Again, by taking the limit as ^  » equation
(7-21) gives
_ L
I ^/ÿ»  / / t^ -Z
which is equation (^.15).
/f?
We note from (7 4 ) that when 4 { = — .-O the 
coordinates ^  ^r" are equal. Therefore it makes no
difference if we find the Lirexf-ious limits above as
in the ^ or K  -system of coordinates.
The fact that Newtonian results, in this case, 
can be derived from the general relativistic results is 
an additional indication that Newtonian cosmology gives 
results similar to those of general relativistic 
cosmology
(c;) Derivation of the special relativity 
cosmology______________________ _
Let us apply the space-time coordinate 
transformations (see (7)) 
à  isz 'T X
y  =  X
to the special relativity metric
(7 :2 3)
—  y  7 (7-26)
of section It is easily seen that (7*26) transforms
to
/5-y
This shows that the 5-space T  = constant is of
constant negative curvature at any given value of /T .
It follows from (6.16), i.e. s: A t  , the 
equation representing the world-line of the galaxies, 
and equations (7 .2 5) that
~ X. (7" 28)
In the metric (7*3) we put and we perform the
t ransf ormat ion
X  (7 *2 9)
It is easily seen that (7 * 3  ) reduces to
(7-^ 50)
It is seen that (7 *2 7) is a special case of (7 .5 0) with
/2(t ) S''T . This we have shown in section & too.
In the ( ^ ; 4^/ T  ) system, equation (/.1 5)
for 9 becomes, with / ,
 ---- ------------------------------ (7 .5 1)
dAA ai ù^(A -A 'FuIA
where, according to (7 *2^), we have put 
^  Z=r
b =" y
/fy
Equation (7 .31) can be written in the form
^  -+ tiUAi ai Ciff Û
Hence, using equation (7 .2 8) and the identity
AT =r 7 /  —  .. (7.32)
this reduces to
CAA44 td —  where Asz ^  J
i ^  ^ /
This is precisely equation (6.6) of special relativity.
Using equation (7*29) and equation (7 *1 6) for 
the mean angular separation 0  , with , we get
0 =
AT
Using equations (7 *3 2), (7 .2 8) we finally get
which is equation (6*7)* 1^ a similar way all results
of the special relativity cosmology obtained in section 6 
can be deduced from the general relativistic results.
ICo
8• Steady—state Cosmology
The metric describing the steady-state 
cosmological model is given by
where T  is fixed, being the "Hubble time" for the 
model. (g.l) is a particular case of the Robertson— 
Walker metric which, as was remarked in section 7 , can 
be derived from purely kinematical and geometrical 
considerations. In (^.1) the function R.(^) is 
equal to 'C and the curvature, , of the
5-space ^  = constant is zero. These values of /Zl'z)
and are obtained by demanding, further, that the
universe must be in a steady-state (see Bondi (6), 
page 14-5, McCrea (24)). Any particular "galaxy" is 
again fixed in the coordinates, which expresses
the assumption (see gjÿ. (a)) that it shares in the 
cosmical expansion only. But despite this expansion 
new galaixies are continually coming into existence from 
newly created matter so as, in fact, to maintain the 
postulated steady-state character of the universe. A 
galaxy once formed is assumed to remain in existence 
and, of course, to remain fixed in the 
coordinates.
IG !
Let a galaxy Q play the same part as in the 
previous sections. Transforming to Q aj origin of the 
spatial coordinates ) (the possibility of
such transformation was proved in §7 ) the metric becomes
c l d (P*-2 )
To find the ratio we proceed in three distinct
ways.
(a) In this case we can idealize the steady-state
concept as follows. Q is the origin of in
the space-time (^.2). At epoch 'Tzo let a galaxy Po 
come into existence with s  b and suppose Pa is
then the nearest neighbour of Q. At epoch say,
let another galaxy Pj come into existence with 
p-=z. b \ at let Pjg come into
existence with ]r h €. , and so on.
Consider the transformations
(S'.5)
y~ -=^ y~ •€.
where is fixed. It is easily seen that (g.3)
transforms the metric (,?.2) into
! GZ
which shows that (g.3 ) leaves the metric (g‘.2 ) 
invariant. It follows, therefore, that during the 
interval T/ ’ galaxy bears
to Q the same relationship as that borne by Po during 
the interval O 'Z 4  ^'T/ • Thus in successive intervals
the part of Q*s nearest neighbour is taken 
successively by ..., y y ' ' ' • &nd each of
these in turn behaves in exactly the same way, during 
the corresponding interval of time, as seen from Q.
This is the simplest way in which Q*s possession of a 
nearest neighbour can be rendered "steady" (in the mean). 
Finally, suppose '7/ is small compared with PT •
Then, from what we have proved above, we can say that 
the galaxy which is nearest neighbour/Q at ^  has 
y- ^  h ^  . Also we suppose, as we have
done before, that P is equally likely to be in any 
direction in space as seen from Q. Then it is easily 
seen, without going into details, that, corresponding 
to equation (7 *2 2) we should now have
gc / //
The red-shift "Z can he calculated in the 
same way as in §7 * It follows from (7 *1 8), with 
ÎZL'T) that
/Thus (ÿ.5), (?.6) give for the measure of congestion
=  («-7)
As we expect in the case of the steady-state 
universe, this ratio is a g constant which is 
independent both of the distance of the system observed 
and also of the epoch of observation.
(b) In the above method observations are
concentrated on a particular galaxy, partaking in the 
general cosmical expansion, and the steady-state.
Concept was merely interpreted as maintaining a 
neighbour P at a fixed proper distance from Q. Here 
observation is concentrated on a Q-obgect at a parti­
cular fixed proper-distance from 0. Then we shall 
interpret the steady-state as maintaining a Q-object 
at this proper distance from 0 and also maintaining a 
P neighbour of Q at a fixed proper distance from Q.
Then by the same argument as in (a) we can say that
the distances ^ of P, Q from Q, 0, respectively,
 ^P J Q
at time are given by
/6a
Then, with these coordinates, 0  the mean value of 
0 is given by (see equation (7 .I6 ))
^ «  (F.9)
If the angular diameter of (5 is
small and £  is the proper diameter of Q then we get 
from (^.8), (^.1)
“  (s-10)
If ^  is used as a criterion of distance from 0 then 
(5 .1 0 ) confirms our initial assumption that we are 
making observations at a fixed proper distance from 0.
Taking means for b r> ^  dividing
(f.9 ) by (g.lO) we get
0 *  / I*
— T =" — " ^ --- which is precisely
equation (5.7)*
/ G S '
(c) In this method we shall assume that 0 ,
the angular separation, is a small angle, and regard 
the steady-state concept as merely maintaining a 
neighbour P at a fixed proper-distance from Q (as in (a)). 
Then analogously to (7 19) we have
b A n  & =  ^  0 (ÿ'.ll)
as seen from the metric (^.1). Here, in the coordinate 
system ( & y ) , 0 is at the spatial origin ÿ~— o ,
and Q has W  is the inclination of QP to
the sight-line OQ. If 0  is the average value of 0 
for all directions of QP in the 3-space of Q, then 
(ÿ.ll) gives
For the angular magnitude, ^  „ of Q we have,
corresponding to (7*19)
Averaging over ^ and dividing (f «12) by
(9.13) we obtain
=  -1 r  —  which is the expression
(5’..?). But this derivation holds only when Ct as 
well as is a small angle.
These simple derivations of (^.7) suffice to
/ bG
confirm, by comparison with the evolutionary formula 
(7 .2 1 ) or (7 *2 2 ),. that there is the expected difference 
between the steady-state and the evolutionary models in 
regard to the dependence of upon distance (as
denoted by the red-shift ).
The first derivations (a), (b) of (^.7) are 
designed to indicate the lines of a more general 
treatment. Instead of the fixed interval we ought
to consider a random interval and the mean value of 
this interval ought not necessarily to be small 
compared with Z  . We have not obtained a satisfactory 
general treatment ; we are not certain that such a 
treatment would yield precisely (y.7 )* It would, 
however, be mainly of mathematical interest only since 
the present simplified treatment suffices to show the 
essential difference between the steady-state and the 
evolutionary models. The result that for an 
evolutionary expanding universe ^ d e p e n d s  on the 
epoch of observation as well as on the distance (as 
denoted by %  ) of the observed system while ^  
is the same at all times and at any distance from the 
observer was what we set out to prove. We now discuss 
the possibility of applying our results to the actual 
universe.
/é?
9* Possibility of application 
General considerations
(a) The sole purpose of any application would be
to find whether, in the actual universe, the ratio ^  
depends upon %  (or any other criterion of distance).
An observational investigation need not, in practice, 
deal with many % -values. In the first instance, it 
would be natural to try to determine a value of the 
ratio for objects at the greatest possible distance at 
which they can be studied, and then to compare the 
results for similar objects at the smallest convenient 
distance. Then the main consideration would be for 
there to be, at both distances, observable objects of 
the sort required in sufficient numbers for the 
determination of significant average values of 0 ^  , •
The accuracy demanded is very considerable unless a 
very large value of 2 : can be used.. But one interest 
of the foregoing results is to show in the simplest 
possible way how small is the observable difference 
between a-steady-state and an evolving expanding universe 
(being measured simply by the factor / "fZ ) except at 
large red-shifts.
The advantage of our criterion is that the 
effect we are discussing is a first order effect in zz. •
Basically, therefore, no other observable means of 
discriminating between the steady-state and other 
theories can demand less accuracy. As regards any 
proposed application it would therefore obviously be 
for consideration as to whether it could be achieved 
with less labour than the methods of discrimination so 
far proposed, most of which demand observations out to 
some value of ^  instead of, as here, observations at 
selected values of 2
(b) The objects typified by "galaxy Q" in the theory
must belong to some recognizable single category, but 
they need not be actual individual galaxies. They must- 
have a measurable size and, in order to apply the 
theory as formulated here, they must have spectral 
feature from which the red-shift can be determined.
(c) The objects tf.ypified by "galaxy P" must also
belong to a single category, but this need not be the
same as for Q.« In order to apply the theory in its 
simple form, it is not explicitly required that either 
the size or the red-shift of a P-object be measurable.
It is, of course, necessary to be able to infer that 
anything used as a P-object is not gravitationally 
Aound to the corresponding Q-object.
(d) There would be advantages in selecting
categories of objects that are not very numerous. This 
should make it easier to know that pairs of the objects 
are not gravitationally bound to each other, and would 
probably make it easier to recognize "neighbours" It. 
may be recalled here that 0  in (Î/.22) is not 
necessarily a small angle, and so we may deal with 
neighbours that are well separated in the sky.
(e) Clearly, there are possible adaptations and 
variants of the simple theory that might be more 
feasible for use in practice. For example, it would 
be natural to measure the separation of each Q-object 
from several neighbours rather than from a single one. 
Again, for application to P-objects for which red-shifts 
can be obtained, the theory could be formulated so as
to apply to P-objects whose red-shifts differ by less 
than a certain amount from the red-shift of the 
corresponding Q-object. This might help in giving a 
more more usable definition of "neighbours".
(f ) Iii all observational problems of the present
kind there is the ever-present difficulty of selection 
effects. As regards the present problem these have been
H o
cogently stated by Neyman and Scott (I/?) But we shall 
see below how some of these difficulties might be 
overcome.
(g) There is a complication in that, if the
universe is evolving, objects otherv/ise in the same 
category may exhibit evolutionary effects correlated 
with distance. In particular, the intrinsic size may 
depend upon age and so upon distance. This has also 
been stressed recently by Davidson (18) whose solution 
of the "angular size" "angular separation" problem 
takes account of any possible evolutionary effects.
Our formula (7*22) cannot be strictly applied in this 
case. However, in the first place, there is no reason 
why any such dependence of the intrinsic size upon 
distance should exactly mask the calculated dependence 
of 5^/^* upon Z  " .. Consequently, were 
found observât ionally to be independent of Z  , this 
would still be strong support for the steady-state 
model; on the other hand, any dependence upon z  , 
even if not precisely that predicted by the simple 
theory of evolutionary models, would still count against 
the steady-state theory. In the second place, even in 
evolutionary models, certain "size"-parameters would be 
expected to depend very little upon age, for example.
H i
the distance between the components of a binary galaxy.. 
Possible applications
(a) The now obvious type of object to consider is
clusters of galaxies. In principle, a feasible 
procedure might be the following. Consider first 
clusters at the greatest possible distance. As the 
size of a cluster, i.e. the quantity ^  , we may take
the mean angular separation of, say, the five brightest 
galaxies taken in pairs. As a measure of 0  , we may
take the mean angular separation of these galaxies from 
the first brightest galaxies, taken in pairs, in the 
nearest cluster. The averages 0 ^  , A A  would
then be got from as many pairs of clusters as possible 
at about the same distance. Attention would then be 
transferred to clusters at the least possible distance. 
Prom the empirical relation between red-shift and 
apparent magnitude (2 5 ), it ought to be possible to 
determine which of the nearby clusters contain galaxies 
as bright, as those observed in the remote clusters..
Only such nearby clusters should be considered. In this 
way, the selection effects foreseen by Neyman and 
Scott (1/2) should be avoided.
(b) Probably the only possibility, even in
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principle, of using an individual galaxy as a Q-object 
would be to take it to be, say, the brightest galaxy in 
the nearest cluster. But it is unlikely that the 
angular sizes of individual galaxies could be measured 
for sufficiently remote systems. A slightly better 
hope would be to use, instead of the size of individual 
galaxies, the angular separation between the components 
of binary galaxies, provided these could be recognized 
in sufficiently distant clusters.
(c) It is conceivable that future development in
radio-astronomy may provide the sort of observations 
required, either alone or in combination with official 
results. As a case of such a combination, the Q-objects 
might be large clusters of galaxies observed optically 
while the P-objects might be radio-sources. But for 
this radio-astronomy would have to find some means of 
measuring red-shifts (or some feature that can be 
correlated with the red-shift) sufficiently accurately 
to aid a decision as to which radio sources are 
neighbours of any one of the optical sources employed.
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10.. The smoothed-out universe
All the models that we have been considering 
are models of the smoothed-out universe. That is to 
say, in comparing theory and observation, we make the 
hypothesis that the behaviour of the actual universe on. 
a sufficiently large scale is the same as it would be 
were its contents in the form of a uniform ideal fluid. 
It is necessary briefly to consider the implications of. 
this procedure.
Consider in this context a cluster of galaxies..
If, as usual, we regard this as a system held together
by its own gravitation, then its member galaxies do not
recede from each other in consequence of the cosmical
expansion. Except as a result of relaxation (in the
sense of the dynamical theory of gases) or of loss of
mass (by radiation etc.), the clusters will preserve a
constant size. It follows that "a sufficiently large
scale" in the above sense must mean at any rate a scale 
greater than the dimensions of a single cluster. The
discussion in section ^ is based upon the implicit
assumption that this is all that is required. More
precisely, it was assumed that the clusters are randomly
distributed in space and that their mutual recession is
the same as if the universe were filled with a
/ T A
uniform fluid.
Recently, however, it has been suggested that 
the actual universe may exhibit a phenomenon of second- 
order clustering, or of clusters of clusters (I/?) * The 
existence of the phenomenon is not established* such 
evidence as there is may be merely a consequence of 
comparing the actual universe with a statistical model 
based upon unacceptable physical assumptions (see 
McCrea (^))« Nevertheless, it is worth asking how 
such a phenomenon, if real, would affect our present 
discussion.
The phenomenon might mean that the actual 
universe possesses an hierarchical structure. If so, 
the smoothed-out universe would be meaningless.
However, at present there is no indication that we need 
pursue this possibility.
Supposing then the smoothed-out universe still 
to have significance on a sufficiently large scale, it 
is clear in the first, place that a clustering of 
clusters might require some elaboration of the meaning 
of "neighbouring clusters" for the purposes contemplated 
in section p . Further, with any particular definition 
of neighbouring clusters, it must be asked whether a 
pair of neighbours would recede from each other with 
the rate of cosmical expansion calculated for the
smoothed-out universe. (For various reasons, it appears 
unnecessary to consider the possibility of the clusters 
being gravitationally bound to each other% that being 
so, their mutual recession the cosmical expansion.)
The rate might depend, say, upon whether the pair 
belongs to the same cluster of clusters or to two 
di fferent one s.
If the rate of expansion does vary from place 
to place in the universe, depending upon the distribution 
of clusters, then we should expect that the empirical 
relation between the red-shift and the apparent 
magnitude of galaxies would show differences from one 
direction in space to another. For the sight-line would 
encounter different groupings of the clusters in 
different directions. Actually, no differences have 
been found to within the accuracy of the observations. 
There may, moreover, be a physical reason for this, 
since the universe may contain much more diffuse matter 
distributed through space between galaxies and clusters 
than there is matter in the galaxies. So the contents 
of the universe may actually be much more nearly 
uniform than appears from the distribution of visible 
matter alone. For this reason, even a clustering of 
clusters, if real, need not denote a serious, departure 
of the universe from uniformity.
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To sum up, some inadequacy of the smoothed-out 
representation of the universe has to be kept in mind 
as a possibility in any discussion of observable 
relations, but as yet there is nothing to indicate that 
it is not adequate for such relations as we have 
considered in this thesis.
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Appendix I . Evaluation of Integrals
We consider first the integral leading to the 
general equation (y. 16) for Q
is given by the integral (6^ .5), i.e.
2e=\-^C^iêcië O)
/
' o
where
=     (2)
(For convenience we write .)
Differentiating (2) to obtain (which is
identically equal to I/ f £LÈ, ) and again
using (2) to evaluate ^ we find
Write
A  =(/ - (.()
g  = / ,
I
77/
Substituting (3) in (1) we get for the integrand/£!^ ^
v ^ y
■ L^L/7 C7 — ' «rw
d d
Ccf0
This can be written in the form
de I — -15 y-
Remembering that
+
( A\ y  n )
4 M  I A.,
we find that
But from (4) we get
^  —  ^/ —  ^izj which gives
-12*^ / / -  4 ^
/7?
Similarly 1>'^  =  J2'^( / ~  S"^) (6)
Substituting (6) in (5) we finally get, for (5),the 
value
(7)
Similarly
l-hAB)(BtA) \ y---- — --2-- Tt"
Therefore ^  as given by (1) is dc^ucntr^O
by using (4).
(9) is precisely equation (y.l6). 
Putting
~ £  »! ^  ~ 2%; »! £~ssr^'nj^
(8)
(9)
!^0
we get
0 = -  -y-----—---^ ----- - —  X  cx 2 ^ /  Y  A
This is equation (5.10) of paper I..
Similarly putting
=r — , Cl =  ^  ,5 h in (9)
we get
/P —  - f  1
Putting o^s. <x ,T é>ss, ü s a ^  ^  (see y.28)
and using the identity
■=? ^ *
we get
This is equation (6*7) of Special Relativity Cosmology.
Finally if we let ^  ^  equation (9)
reduces to
®  ~  which is equation (f.6)
of Newtonian Cosmology. But the integral arising from 
(jT.A-) is also easy to evaluate directly.
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Appendix II. Relativistic Apparent Size
Special relativity. As we remarked earlier, we treat 
this problem not because of its possible practical use 
but mainly because of its intrinsic: interest. We 
consider first the case of special relativity and we use 
the notation of section g . Let "galaxy Q" be a sphere 
with centre Q and proper diameter ^  ; as before, it
is fixed in the inertial frame ^  . We wish to
determine the angular radius S  as seen by observer 0 
at time dp . Once again, as in figure 4» is
sufficient to consider events in the spatial plane
or C L x ^  and, in particular, to consider the
circular section of the "galaxy Q" in the
plane •
Suppose the observer 0 sees galaxy Q by means
of some illumination beyond Q. .Then the angle is
determined by a photon that 0 would describe as grazing
the galaxy Q. Therefore observer Q must describe the 
path of this photon as being a tangent to H  at some 
point L  (figure 5" )• (This statement can also be 
proved analytically.)
Let the event of the photon
leaving jL , where
^  ^  ^  (1)
lez.
OL
Cl/y
S p£Ct.iaC
s.
//3
and is the angle between the tangent at Lm and
the Jt-axis. Let the event of the
photon reaching the ^ -axis at Q  , say. Then, 
from the geometry of the figure in the ^ if -plane
^  C ^ J ^ C  S  , ^2)
Let the same events referred to/be 
respectively.
The condition for the photon to reach 0 at 
is 0 ^ 0  , or O .r The Lorentz transformation
gives
^  cctc)r ^   ^ = / /
with yg %r ^  ^ ^ " Using (2) and putting Xa =  o
these yield
and hence
Cet, =  ^ ^/-ec o ^  J  I (4-)
Then the Lorentz transformation gives also
/3 [
Using (1), (5), (4-) these become
X(5)
^  y  J
From the geometry in ^ we have 
tT =  —^
and from (5) this becomes
S  (6)
{fcVi^v O —— ~ _  -
After some reduction using (5) this may be written
= ----------î l ~ ~ .  ‘^ ^‘ 0 ------------------(7)
On putting OczzC as in the appendix I, this is
more compactly expressed by
^ ^ S £ C k  o/J —
To the first order in ^  ^ /cv^ p^ '* if this is small,
(7) becomes
S  =  J - / ^ ^ ^ )  (9)
zxéo  ^ ^ /
Putting ^  ^  rr y y  in accordance with the
definitions of all these quantities, we see that
this is in agreement with (6.10). Equation (7) provides
the exact formula for ^  if this is required.
It is unlikely that 5 would not be small in 
any application, but it is satisfactory to note from 
the form of (7) that (6.10) is correct to within an 
error of the order of ^ ^ *
Discussion. The calculation has been given in the 
present form because of several corrolaries that at 
least possess academic interest.
(i) It follows from (1), (5) that
Tie elementary classical result omits the factor (3 
Thus, since / > the relativistic value of / y/
is less than the classical value.' For example, if an 
observer travels vertically upwards from the surface of 
the Earth, then at any instant he can see some of the 
Earth*s surface beyond the classical horizon.
(ii) It may be noted that (6) is the relativistic 
cMber)r3(ti on-f ormula.
(iii) From (7) we see that
S ■ » -ZF ^ of -> C
Cto
On the other hand, we see from (g.6) that
/9G
0 — ^  C Oi  ^ C
Thus according to the mathematics, the "galaxy P" would 
be seen inside the "galaxy Q" if CL is sufficiently 
large I - This is entirely correct according to the 
assumptions. For the assumption (6-2) implies that P 
is inside galaxy Q for sufficiently small t and, by 
selecting a sufficiently large value of Ql , we should 
see Q at arbitrarily early stage in its history.
However, the assumptions are not meant to be applied to 
such extreme cases. Besides, the values of Qi for 
which observations of the actual universe are possible 
come nowhere near the values for which these 
peculiarities arise.
General relativity. The reasons we were able to obtain 
an exact value of tccn S for all values of ^ in 
special relativity are that there proper-length has an 
unambiguous meaning. This is not the case in general 
relativity. Therefore, in order to extend formula ('7*22) 
to the case where is not small, we should have to
consider various possible interpretations of the 
statement that galaxy Q is a sphere of fixed radius 
The resulting investigation would have little interest 
in the present context. In any case, the physical
/f7
features that can result from the more general treatment 
are sufficiently well-illustrated by the use of special 
relativity.
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Observable relations in relativistic cosmology III
By
P. S. Flohides and W. H. M cCkea
W ith 3 figures in the text  
( Beceived M a y  29,1959)
A well-formulated observational criterion is sought for the property that an 
evolving expanding universe must appear to be more congested at great distances 
than it is in the cosmical neighbourhood of the observer, while a steady-state 
universe ought to exhibit the same congestion at all distances. The ratio of a 
statistical measure of the angular separation between objects (such as clusters of 
galaxies) and suitably specified neighbours in the sky to a statistical measure of the 
angular diameter of the objects themselves is considered. I f z is the spectral red-shift 
of these objects, it is shown that, with an unexpected degree of generality, the ratio 
would be proportional to (1 -j- z)~^ in an evolving universe; it would be independent 
of z in a steady-state universe. The feasibility of applying this criterion to the actual 
universe is discussed. Some related questions concerning the smoothed-out represen­
tation of the universe are briefly considered. In an appendix, the problem of 
relativistic apparent size is further discussed for the sake of its intrinsic interest.
1. Introduction
If the universe as a whole is evolving and a region of it T light-years 
distant is observed, this region as seen is T years younger than our own 
neighbourhood. In particular, if the universe is expanding and matter is 
assumed to be conserved, the region must be seen to be more congested 
than our neighbourhood, the degree of congestion increasing with 
increasing T. On the other hand, if the universe is in a steady-state, 
a region at any distance must be seen to be not different from our 
neighbourhood (always provided that we are speaking of sufficiently 
large regions). This gives in principle the simplest observational means of 
discovering whether the universe is evolving or not; it is literally a 
question of looking to see if it is.
The essence of the required observational procedure may be indicated 
as follows. Let A be some observable measure of the angular size of an 
object Q belonging to some standard category (for example, some type 
of cluster of galaxies). Let P  be Q's nearest neighbour in space that 
recedes from Q as a manifestation of the general cosmical expansion 
(that is, P  is not gravitationally bound to Q). Let 0  be the observable 
angular separation of P, Q in the sky. Taking a number of objects like Q 
all at the same distance (as judged by some convenient criterion) to 
within specified limits, let A*, 0* be the average values oi A,  0  for these
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objects. Then is itself a measure of the distance concerned,
while (0 */zl*)“  ^is a measure of the congestion of the universe at that 
distance. Then, if the ratio 0*1 A* is found to decrease with decreasing A*,  
we should infer that the universe is expanding and evolving. More 
generally, any dependence of 0*1 A* on Zl* would contradict the steady- 
state hypothesis.
Since O*, A* are related in the same way to the average actual 
distance P Q  and the average actual diameter of the objects concerned 
(apart from a purely numerical factor allowing for the fact that distances 
are seen projected on the sky), the ratio of these two actual distances 
is given by 0*1 A* independently of the particular geometry of space­
time. Therefore the suggested procedure demands no knowledge of this 
geometry.
All this is only the gist of the method. A  proper mathematical formula­
tion is needed, with an expression of the results in suitable statistical 
terms. In particular, since the spectral red-shift z is the most convenient 
criterion of distance, it is natural to discuss the possible dependence of 
0*1 A* on 2, lather than on A* itself.
W e  shall first give the mathematical treatment which appears not 
to have been given before. It possesses some interest of its own, in 
particular the unexpected property that the results do not depend upon 
the angle O being a small angle. W e  shall then briefly discuss the 
applicability of the method. Unfortunately, in spite of its simplicity in 
principle, rather obvious reasons render its useful application somewhat 
improbable. However, since it concerns a first-order effect of the ex­
pansion and since there is some choice in the objects to which it might 
be applied, some feasible statistical adaptation of the method may be 
devised in the future. This discussion then gives rise to some consideration 
of the interpretation of smoothed-out models of the universe.
The previous two papers of this series appeared a long time ago 
(M c C r e a , 1935, 1939); the first will be referred to as paper I. A  brief 
account of the present work was first given in a discussion at the Royal 
Statistical Society in 1957 (M c C r e a , 1958).
2. Cosmological models
The theory can, of course, be given only for theoretical models of the 
universe. W e  give it below for the models in newtonian, special relativity 
(here equivalent to kinematic relativity) general relativity and steady- 
state cosmologies. There is some gain in insight, as well as some mathe­
matical interest, in treating these cases separately.
These are all “smoothed-out” models. But for purposes of the theore­
tical treatment we shall suppose that any model under consideration 
contains “galaxies” which are the only objects to be considered, that
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each galaxy has no motion except that of the cosmical expansion, and 
that each has a size which does not vary with time. W e  assume further 
that each galaxy has a nearest-neighbour galaxy (to be called simply 
its “neighbour”), the directions joining the galaxies to their neighbours 
being randomly distributed in space. At a particular cosmic epoch, the 
distances between the galaxies and their neighbours are assumed to be 
distributed according to some statistical law, but with no statistical 
correlation between these distances and the sizes of the galaxies. In 
agreement with our general assumption, the distance between any 
particular galaxy and its neighbour varies with epoch strictly in accord­
ance with the cosmical expansion. In all but the steady-state model, we 
assume that galaxies are neither created nor destroyed; it follows that 
the galaxy that is neighbour to a given galaxy at any epoch is its 
neighbour at any other epoch. In the steady-state model, we retain all 
the other assumptions, but we admit the appearance of new galaxies ; 
in this case, statistically a galaxy has a neighbour at a fixed distance not 
depending on the epoch.
It must be emphasized that these assumptions serve mainly to provide 
a terminology for the mathematics. Any attempt to endow the models 
with some sort of physical reality would almost automatically ensure 
that they must contain objects of some kind that behave in the manner 
described without further special assumptions. When we discuss the 
possible correspondence between the models and the actual universe, the 
objects will not be literally individual galaxies.
3. Newtonian cosmology
The relevant features of newtonian cosmology have been summarized
by M c C r e a  (1953) and by B o n d i  (1952). The space used is euclidean
and the time is universal newtonian time t. The galaxy 0  will mean the 
galaxy, in the sense of section 2 , whose centre is 0 , and the observer 0  
will mean an observer at this centre, and similarly for other galaxies. 
Let 0  be the observer whose observations we wish to discuss, and let Q 
be another galaxy. In this cosmology the position vector of Q referred 
to 0  is of the form
a j? (i) , (^-1)
where a is a fixed vector characterizing the particular galaxy Q, and 
R(t) is a function of t only, the same for all Q. Let galaxy P  be the 
neighbour of Q in the sense of section 2 . The position vector of P  relative 
to Q is
qp=bi2(0, (3.2)
where h is another fixed vector. Then the position of P  relative to 0  is
qp= (a + b) A(^ ) . (3.3)
bR(t)
0
a R(t) Q
Fig. 1. Newtonian relativity
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Let 0 be the angle Q O P , and let Ô be the angle between the veetors a, b.
Then it is easily seen from figure 1 that
=  (3.4)
a-[-b co&O
where a =  |a|, h =  |b|. For given galaxies 0,  Q, P  the angles 0, d are 
independent of t, as they must be in accordance with the cosmological 
model. Since light is supposed to 
be propagated along euclidean 
straight lines in this model, the 
angle 0 is the angular separation 
of Q, P  as seen from 0.
W e  now suppose, for the m o ­
ment, that h is given, with b <  a, 
but that all directions of b in 
space are equally probable. Let 
0  be the mean value of 0 corresponding to all possible positions of P. 
Then
2 0 =  j '  0 sinO dO =  J  ^  cosO d() (3.5)
0 0
on integrating by parts and noting that the integrated part vanishes 
at the limits of integration by virtue of (3.4) and the assumption b <. a. 
Using (3.4) to obtain dOjdO in terms of Ô we find that the integral in (3.5) 
can be evaluated exactly (appendix I), giving
0  =  ^ 716/a. (3.6)
This very simple dependence on bja would hardly have been foreseen 
as an exact result. In particular, it follows that we can now let b have 
whatever is its appropriate distribution-law as mentioned in section 2, 
and if we take its mean value 6*, say, in (3.6) we shall have the mean 
value 0 * of 0 . Thus the formula
0 * = ~ 7 z b * l a  (3.7)
gives the mean angular separation, as seen from 0 ,  between a n y  galaxy with 
a given a-value and its neighbour. This simple formula involves no 
approximation.
Newtonian cosmology in its simplest presentation requires no assump­
tion about the speed of light. But, if it is to yield a self-consistent model 
involving light-j)ropagation, we must postulate that the speed c{t) as 
measured locally by an observer attached to a galaxy depends at most 
upon the time t. B o n d i  (1952) has pointed out that this postulate, 
coupled with the use of the appropriate newtonian kinematics, requires
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the radial velocity of light dqjdt at distance q from the observer to be 
given by
U  [lèV ] = ± ® (^ 8)
for outward or inward propagation, respectively. W e  adopt this in the 
simplest case of c{t) =  c, a constant.
Let to be the epoch of observation by 0. If (q is the epoch of emission 
by Q of light reaching 0  a t  tg, then by (3.8)
to
Using (3.1), this is
R (to) J R (/)
tQ
W  = (3.9)
tQ
If Xq, Xq are the wavelengths of the radiation as measured by Q, 0, it 
follows from (3.9) b y  a famihar argument (e.g. B o n d i  (1952) p. 87) that
1 + 2  =  ^ - ^ ,  (3.10)Xq P q
where R q^  Eitg) ,  E q =  R(tQ). This is the well-known formula for the 
red-shift z; as B o n d i  has remarked, the postulate (3.8) leads to exactly 
the same form of (3.10) as the corresponding result in relativistic cos­
mology.
In section 2 we have made the hypothesis that the proper-size of a 
galaxy is independent of t. Let A be the angular diameter of Q as seen 
by 0  at epoch tg. W e  assume that zl is a small angle and that results are 
required only to the first order in A (see appendix II). Then, if Q be 
treated as a sphere of diameter I, this angle is
A =  l /aEg (3.II)
since aE q is the distance of Q from 0  when the light leaves Q. [Were 
galaxy Q an elongated body of length I, then we should have n l  in
place of I in (3.II).] If Z* is the mean value of I for all galaxies, then the
mean value zl * of Zl for a given a-value is
Z l*=  Z*/aJRQ (3.12)
since (3.9) shows that, if a, tg are given, then tq is fixed and so Eq is 
fixed.
Combining (3.7), (3.10), (3.12) we have finally
‘^ n ^ R o ] P — . (3.13)
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According to the postulated properties of the model, the red-shift z 
is the only quantity in the right-hand member of (3.13) that depends 
upon the distance of the galaxies under observation at epoch Iq. Natural­
ly, we do not need to employ any measure of distance other than z. 
Thus, if a number of galaxies all exhibiting the same red-shift z are 
observed to have mean angular diameter Zl* and to have mean angular 
separation 0 * from their neighbours in space, then for the present model 
(3.13) asserts that 0*/Zl* decreases with increasing z in proportion to 
(1 +  z)-h
This is the precise expression for the model of the increasing congestion 
of the universe to be seen at increasing distance from the observer which was 
described qualitatively in section 1.
4. Cosmology of special relativity or kinematical relativity
A  model of the expanding universe that can be treated by special 
relativity was first described by K e r m a c k  and M c C r e a  (1933) and has 
recently been treated by S y n g e  (195b, p. 15b). For present purposes it 
is the same as that given by kinematical relativity (M iln e ,  1948). It 
corresponds to the newtonian model of section 3 in the particular case 
in which the galaxies move with uniform relative velocities, i.e. the case 
R[t) =  t, but with the use of the kinematics and optics of special relati­
vity in place of those of newtonian theory. W e  postulate that a frame 
moving with some galaxy is inertial and then it follows that there is an 
inertial frame moving with every galaxy. All the quantities to be con­
sidered are referred to one or 
another of such frames.
W e  start with the galaxies 0,
Q, P  as in section 3 and (3.1),
(3.2) have now to be replaced by
qp= b?,
(4.1)
(4.2)
y
Fig. 2. Special relativitywhere t is time in the inertial 
frame S moving with 0  and t is '
time in the inertial frame S moving with Q. Then a is the velocity of Q 
relative to 0  in S, and b is the velocity of P  relative to Q in 8.
Let O x ,O y \ ) Q the rectangular axes in 8, and Qx, Q ÿ those in 8, such 
that Ox, Qx lie along 0  Q, and G y,  Q ÿ lie in the plane O Q P .
Let x Q P  ~  Q, measured in 8 ; this is a fixed angle determined by the 
fixed vector b. Then P ’s world-line referred to 8  is
xjt =  b cos 0 , y j t =  b sin 0 . (4.3)
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A  simple application of the appropriate Lorentz transformation then 
shows that P ’s world-line in S is
X a - f  b cos (9 y h sin(^
(4.4)
 ^ \  {ahjc-)  ^ d[l-\-{ah/C-) cos()]
where
(l_(^2/c3)-'/=.
Thus in S the galaxy P  moves with uniform velocity in a fixed line 
through 0  that makes angle 0 with O x where, from (4.4)
„ 6 sin^
Equations (4.4) provide the special relativity analogue of (3.8), and
(4.5) is the analogue of (3.4). The angle 0 is again the fixed angular 
separation of Q, P  as seen from 0.
Again we temporarily assume that b is given, with b <  a, but that all 
directions of b in space in S are equally probable, i.e. that Q is equally 
likely to see his neighbour in any direction in space. Then 0, defined as 
before, is again given formally by (3.5) but with 0 now given in terms 
of 6 by (4.5). The integral in (3.5) is now somewhat different owing to the 
factor /5 in (4.5), but it can still be evaluated exactly (appendix I). W e  
obtain
] ■ (4.6)
As a check, we notice that this agrees with the newtonian result (3.6)
in the limit when c tends to infinity, as we should expect. But we shall
consider the correspondence with (3.6) in a different way at the end of 
this section.
In special relativity the light-speed is c in every inertial frame. In 8  
the distance of Q from 0  at time Iq is atq and, therefore, light emitted 
by Q at t q reaches 0  at t q if
c((o—  t q ) =  a t q  , giving c t q =  (c +  a ) t q . (4.7)
Also, the standard formula for the doppler effect in special relativity, 
applied to Q receding from 0  with speed a, gives
 ^ +  +  (4.8)
Since, at t q , observer 0  sees galaxy Q at distance a t q  he sees it as 
having angular diameter A, where
using (4.7). Here we have again treated Q as a sphere of proper-diameter I, 
noting that the diameter perpendicular to the sight-line is not affected by 
the recession, i.e. by the transformation from 8  to 8. Also we have again
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assumed Zl to be a small angle (see appendix II). As before, we may now 
insert mean values and write
Combining (4.6), (4.8), (4.10), we obtain
where the asterisk on the right denotes the mean value of the quantity 
in square brackets. The fact that this is a more complicated function 
of h than in the previous case is of no immediate significance. All that 
matters here is that the quantity in { } in (4.11) is certainly independent 
of z. Thus the dependence of 0*/zl* upon z is %irecisely the same as before 
and so the conclusion stated at the end of section 3 applies also to the special 
relativity model.
Transformation of parameters. The metric of the space-time of special 
relativity used here with q, 0, ç? as polar coordinates referred to 0  is
c}dt^— — q^dO^— ç^ sin^ O . (4.12)
Under the transformation
 ^~  4 _  I ^2 ^  ^^.2 ) 0 =  6 ,  q) =  p (4-13)
this becomes
ds^= (dr^+ r^dO^P -r^ sin^ d d p ^ ). (4.14)
The world-line of a typical galaxy is of the form (4.1), that is, say, 
q =  h(, where h is a constant vector, which may be written
q =  ht , 0 =  constant, p == constant . (4.15)
Using (4.13), this becomes
r =  constant, 0 =  constant , p  =  constant,
where the value of r is given by
1 _|_ 1 ^2' —  ^  • (.4.16)
Thus all the galaxies are simply fixed in the r, 0, p system. Moreover, 
the r, 0, 99-space is seen to be a space of constant curvature and so the 
form of (4.14) is invariant when the origin of these coordinates is trans­
ferred from 0  to any other galaxy.
In particular, if b is the r-coordinate of P  referred to Q then, since 
from (4.2) the /^ -parameter is b, corresponding to (4.16) we have
h Tj , If-VI. I - 1 62
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Thus, referring to the function of h occurring in (4.6)
4fl-(l--|r) ^ ']-U- (4.17)
Returning to the variables in (4.13), we see that along the world-line 
of 0, since r =  0 , we have t =  r. Hence in place of tg in (4.9), etc., we 
may vHte Xg, which is the epoch of observation in the new variable. 
Using this and (4,17), the formula (4.11) becomes
0* /I 6* \ 1
"jT =  ^ I* ^ 0 j yZj_'V ( %  =  ^ Ui) • (4.18)
This is noiv of exactly the same form as (3.13). W e  shall return to this 
feature in section 5.
5. General relativistic cosmology
The metrics of relativistic cosmology are all included in
■>' d^O^ + )-2 sin^ o d(p^) , (5.1)
where k =  1, 0, or— 1. (We write x in place of the more usual symbol t 
simply because t has been used in another sense in sections 3, 4.)
W e  consider first the case ^ = 1, and we make the transformation 
from r to % defined by
r =  2 tan % . (5.2)
This puts (5.1) into the form
ds^= c^  d x —^ (%) {d siiP y^dO^+ sin^  % sin^ d dp^) . (5.3)
The “galaxies” are still those postulated in section 2. Then the centre 
of any galaxy has fixed coordinates r, d, p or %, d, p. A  fundamental 
jiroperty of (5.1), (5.3) is that ds^ is invariant in form when we transfer 
the origin of these coordinates, i.e. the point r =  0 or % =  0 in the
3-space, from any one galaxy to any other. This is because the 3-space
has constant curvature for any given value of r.
Once again we consider the galaxies 0 ,  Q, P  as in the previous sections. 
Let 0  be the point y  =  0 and let Q be the point y  =  ol, 0 =  0 (remember­
ing that, as in spherical polar coordinates, such particular values do 
define single points in the 3-space without mentioning the other co­
ordinates; in fact, p has no meaning when d =  0 , and d, p have no
meaning when % =  0). W e  suppose 0 <  a <
Consider then the transformation from y,  0, p  to  ÿ ,  Ô, p defined by
cos% =  cos a cos y -f sin a sin y cosd (5.4)
sin% sind =  sin % sind , (5.5)
p  =  p  . (5.6)
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These equations possess a unique real solution that reduces to the 
identity transformation if a =  0. It is useful to note that (5.4), (5.5) yield
sin% cosd =  — sin a cos % -[- cos a sin y cosd (5.7)
and
sin% cosd =  sin a cos% +  cos a sin% cosd . (5.8)
W e  see that in the new coordinates 0  is the point y =  oc, d =  jr and Q
is the point % =  0. Also it can be verified that
dy^-\- sin^ % dd^ -j- sin^ % sin^ d d(p^= d sin^  y  dO^P sin^  y sin^ d d p ^ .
The transformation is therefore that from coordinates with 0  as origin to 
corresponding coordinates with Q as origin.
Let P  be the point (ÿ, d, p) with % =  y. Then from (5.5), (5.8)
t a n O = -------------------- _  (5.9)
sin a cosy cos a sin y cosd
Also, from simple properties of light-tracks in the space-time (5.3), 
d defines the direction in which Q sees P, and d is the angular separation 
of Q, P  as seen from O. Therefore (5.9) plays the same part as (3.4),
(4.5) in the previous cases.
Again we keep y fixed for the moment, with y <  a, but assume that 
all directions in space of P  as seen from Q are equally probable. Then, 
by a calculation (appendix I) like those in the preceding cases, we find 
for the mean value of d in (5.9)
0  = -i-71 cosec a t a n y . (5.10)
If b is the r-coordinate of P  referred to Q, we have analogously to (5.2)
6 = 2  tan y . (5.11)
Substituting in (5.10) and taking mean values when y is allowed to range 
over whatever be its supposed distribution, we obtain
0 * =  6* cosecoc. (5.12)
Along an inward radial light-track (null-geodesic) in (5.3)
c d r  =  — P(r) d y  . >
Hence, if radiation leaves Q at Tq and reaches 0  at Xq,
TO
f  dr
a =  c I R{r) 
tq
giving the usual formula for the red-shift
0^   Pq
I’Q Pq
where =  P { xq), P q =  P(tq).
^ + * ^ 1 7 = ^ ’ (5.13)
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Let the galaxy Q subtend a small angle Zl at 0  at epoch of observation 
To, so that Xq is again the epoch at which the radiation leaves Q. Treating 
Q as a sphere of diameter I and expressing from (5.3) that I is in particular 
the proper-diameter perpendicular to the sight-line, we get (cf. Paper I, 
equation (5))
/ =  /?(tq) sinocZl . (5.14)
Combining (5.12), (5.13), and (5.14) as applied to mean values, we get 
finally
0* /I 6* n \ 1
~d* ~ \T ^
The calculation in the case — 1 proceeds similarly using hyperbolic
functions of the variable corresponding to %. That in the case k =  0  
is formally the same as in section 3. Thus the result (5.15) applies to all 
cases.
The result is also exactly as in (3.13), and so in particular we verify 
that the postulate (3.8) with c { t ) =  c yields agreement with the relativistic 
result. It is also the same as (4.18); in fact (4.14) is the particular case 
of (5.1) with R(x) =  cr,  k =  — 1, but the derivation of (4.18) from (4.11) 
is instructive. With regard to the latter, it must be pointed out however, 
that it is not the dej)endence upon the parameter 6 or 6 that is of imme­
diate physical interest. The main interest is in the fact that the para­
meter a or a does not appear explicitly in the final result.
The observational interpretation of (5.15) given at the end of section 3 
now applies to all the models.
6. Steady-state cosmology
The metric of the steady-state model may be written
d s ^ =  c'^dx^— exp(2 r/T) {dr^-\- r^s'm^O dq?^), (6.1)
where T is fixed, being the ‘‘Hubble time” for the model. Any particular 
“galaxy” is again fixed in the r, 0, cp coordinates, which expresses the 
assumption that it shares in the cosmical expansion. But in this case new 
galaxies are continually coming into existence so as, in fact, to maintain 
the steady state despite this expansion. A  galaxy once formed is assumed 
to remain in existence and, of course, to remain fixed in the r, 0, cp 
coordinates.
Let a galaxy Q play the same part as in the previous sections. Trans­
ferring to Q as origin of coordinates r , 0 ,  p the metric becomes
ds^= c'^dx^—  exp(2 r/T) (df^+ dÔ -^{- sin^ Ô dp^) . (6.2)
Then we can idealize the steady-state concept as follows. At epoch 
T =  0 let a galaxy P q come into existence with f  = b ,  and suppose P q 
is then the nearest neighbour of Q. At epoch r =  x^ , let another galaxy P i
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come into existence with r = b  exp(— ; at r =  2 ti let come into 
existence with r = b  exp(— 2 ti/T), and so on. Then, during the interval 
n x i <  X <  (n -|- 1) Ti, the galaxy P^ bears to Q the same relationship as 
that borne by Pq during 0  <  x <  x-^ . For the transformation x — x' -\-nXi, 
r =  r'exp(— nXi/T), where is fixed, transforms (6 .2) into the same 
form with t', r' in place of f, r. Thus in successive intervals r^ , the part 
of Q's nearest neighbour is taken successively by ..., Pq, Pj, . . ., P„,..., 
and each of these in turn behaves in exactly the same way as seen from Q. 
This is the simplest way in which Q's possession of a nearest neighbour 
can be rendered “steady” (in the mean). Finally, suppose x^  is small 
compared with T. Then we can say that the galaxy which is nearest 
neighbour to Q at Xq has f =  6 exp(— Xq/T) . Also we suppose it to be 
equally likely to be in any direction in space as seen from Q. Then, 
corresponding to (5.15) we should now have
0* r 1 1 1
[t  ^  1*" (— W^)j T + T  •
In the present case we may again use (5.13) with now P(r) =  exp(r/P), 
giving
I P  z =  P q exp(— Tq/T ) . (6.4)
Thus (6.3), (6.4) give
0* 1 b*
' (6.5)
As we expect in the case of the steady-state universe, this ratio is a 
constant ivhich is independent both of the distance of the systems observed 
and also of the epoch of observation.
Alternatively, suppose we merely regard the steady-state as main­
taining a neighbour P  at a fixed proper-distance from Q, and suppose 
Q P  subtends a small angle 6 at 0 . Then analogously to (5.14) we have
6 sin 0 =  R  {xq) a 0 (6.6)
where, in the coordinate system of (6.1), 0  is at r =  0 , and Q has r =  a, 
and where Ô is the inclination of Q P  to the sight-line OQ. If 0  is the 
average value of 0 for all directions of Q P  in the 3-space of Q, then (6.6) 
gives j
R ( xq) a 0  =  - ^ n b  . •
The relation corresponding to (5.14) is
R { xq) aA  =  I .
Averaging over b, I and dividing, we obtain
0* 1 b*
as in (6.5). But this derivation holds only when 0 *  as well as Zl* is a 
small angle.
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These simple derivations of (6.5) suffice to confirm, by comparison 
with (5.15), that there is the expected difference between the steady-state 
and the other models in regard to the dependence of 61*/zl* upon 
distance (as denoted by the redshift z). The first derivation of (6.5) 
above is designed to indicate the lines of a more general treatment. 
Instead of the fixed interval we ought to consider a random interval 
and the mean value of this interval ought not necessarily to be small 
compared with T. W e  have not obtained a satisfactory general treatment ; 
it is not certain that such a treatment would yield precisely (6 .5). It 
would, however, be mainly of mathematical interest only since the 
present simplified treatment suffices to show the essential difference 
between the steady-state and the other cases.
7. Possibility of application
General considerations, a) The sole purpose of any application would 
be to find whether, in the actual universe, the ratio 0 */zl* depends 
upon z (or upon any other criterion of distance). An observational in­
vestigation need not deal with many z-values. In the first instance, it 
would be natural to try to determine a value of the ratio for objects at 
the greatest distance at which they can be studied, and then to compare 
the result for similar objects at the smallest convenient distance. Then 
the main consideration would be for there to be, at both distances, 
observable objects of the sort required in sufficient numbers for the 
determination of significant average values 0 * ,  A*. The accuracy 
demanded is very considerable unless a very large value of z can be 
used. But one interest of the foregoing results is to show in the simplest 
possible way how small is the observable diÿerence between a steady-state 
and an evolving universe (being measured simply by the factor 1 P  z) 
except at large red-shifts.
The effect we are discussing is a first order effect in z. Basically, there­
fore, no other observational means of discriminating between the steady- 
state and other theories can demand less accuracy. As regards any 
proposed application it would therefore obviously be for consideration 
as to whether it could be achieved with less labour than the methods of 
discrimination so far proposed, most of which demand observations out 
to some value of z instead of, as here, observations at selected values of z.
b) The objects typified by “galaxy Q ” in the theory must belong to 
some recognizable single category, but they need not be actual individual 
galaxies. They must have a measurable size and, in order to apply the 
theory as formulated here, they must have some spectral feature from 
which the red-shift can be determined.
c) The objects typified by “galaxy P ” must also belong to a single 
category, but this need not be the same as for Q. In order to apply the
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theory in its simple form, it is not explicitly required that either the 
size or the red-shift of a P-object be measurable. It is, of course, necessary 
to be able to infer that anything used as a P-object is not gravitationally 
bound to the corresponding Q-object.
d) There would be advantages in selecting categories of objects that 
are not very numerous. This should make it easier to know that pairs of 
the objects are not gravitationally bound to each other, and would 
probably make it easier to recognize “neighbours”. It may be recalled 
that 0* in (5.15) is not necessarily a small angle, and so we may deal 
with neighbours that are well separated in the sky.
e) Clearly, there are possible adaptations and variants of the simple 
theory that might be more feasible for use in practice. For example, it 
would be natural to measure the separation of each Q-object from 
several neighbours rather than from a single one. Again, for application 
to P-objects for which red-shifts can be obtained, the theory could be 
formulated so as to apply to P-objects whose red-shifts differ by less 
than a certain amount from the red-shift of the corresponding Q-object. 
This might help in giving a more usable definition of “neighbours”.
f) In all observational problems of the present kind there is the ever­
present difficulty of selection effects. As regards the present problem, 
thnse-have been cogently stated by N e y m a n  and S c o t t  (1958). But we 
shall see below how some of these difficulties might be overcome.
g) There is a complication in that, if the universe is evolving, objects 
otherwise in the same category may exhibit evolutionary effects correlated 
with distance. In particular, the intrinsic size may depend upon age and 
so upon distance. In that case the formula (5.15) could not be strictly 
applied. However, in the first place, there is no reason why any such 
dependence should exactly mask the calculated dependence of 0 */Zl* 
upon z. Consequently, were 0*/zl* found observationally to be in­
dependent of z, this would still be strong support for the steady-state 
model ; on the other hand, any dependence upon z, even if not precisely 
that predicted by the simple theory of evolutionary models, would still 
count against the steady-state theory. In the second place, even in 
evolutionary models, certain ‘ ‘size ' ' - parameters would be expected to 
depend very little upon age, for example, the distance between the 
components of a binary galaxy.
Possible applications, a) The most obvious type of object to consider is 
dusters of galaxies. In principle, a feasible procedure might be the 
following. Consider first clusters at the greatest possible distance. As the 
size of a cluster, i.e. the quantity A, take the mean angular separation of, 
say, the five brightest galaxies taken in pairs. As a measure of 0, take the 
mean angular separation of these galaxies from the five brightest in the 
nearest cluster. The averages Zl*, 0* would then be got from as many
Z. Astrophysik, 48 5
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pairs of clusters as possible at about the same distance. Attention would 
then be transferred to clusters at the least possible distance. FTom the 
empirical relation between red-shift and apparent magnitude ( H u m a s o n ,  
M a y a l l  and S a n d  a g e ,  1956), it ought to be possible to determine which 
of the nearby clusters contain galaxies as bright as those observed in the 
remote clusters. Only such nearby clusters should be considered. In this 
way, the selection effects foreseen by N e y m a n  and S c o t t  (1958) should 
be avoided.
b) Probably the only possibility, even in principle, of using an indi­
vidual galaxy as a Q-object would be to take it to be, say, the brightest 
galaxy in a cluster and to take as the P-object, the brightest galaxy in 
the nearest cluster. But it is unlikely that the angular sizes of individual 
galaxies could be measured for sufficiently remote systems. A  slightly 
better hope would be to use, instead of the size of individual galaxies, 
the angular separation between the components of binary galaxies, 
provided these could be recognized in sufficiently distant clusters.
c) It is conceivable that future developments in radioastronomy may 
provide the sort of observations required, either alone or in combination 
with optical results. As a case of such a combination, the Q-objects 
might be large clusters of galaxies observed optically while the P-objects 
were radio-sources. But for this radio-astronomy would have to find 
some means of measuring red-shifts (or some feature that can be cor­
related with the red-shift) sufficiently accurately to aid a decision as to 
which radio sources are neighbours of any one of the optical sources 
employed.
8. Tho smoothed-out universe
All the models that we have been considering are models of the 
smoothed-out universe. That is to say, in comparing theory and observa­
tion, we make the hypothesis that the behaviour of the actual universe 
on a sufficiently large scale is the same as it would be were its contents 
in the form of a uniform ideal fluid. It is necessary briefly to consider 
the implications of this procedure.
Consider in this context a cluster of galaxies. If, as usual, we regard 
this as a system held together by its own gravitation, then its member- 
galaxies do not recede from each other in consequence of cosmical 
expansion. Except as a result of relaxation (in the sense of the dynamical 
theory of gases) or of loss of mass (by radiation, etc.), the cluster will 
preserve a constant size. It follows that “a sufficiently large scale” in 
the above sense must mean at any rate a scale greater than the dimensions 
of a single cluster. The discussion in section 7 is based upon the implicit 
assumption that this is all that is required. More precisely, it was assumed 
that the clusters are randomly distributed in space and that their
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mutual recession is the same as if the universe were filled with a uniform 
fluid.
Recently, however, it has been suggested that the actual universe 
may exhibit a phenomenon of second-order clustering, or of clusters of 
clusters (see N e y m a n  and S c o t t ,  1958, and references there given). The 
existence of the phenomenon is not established; such evidence as there 
is may be merely a consequence of comparing the actual universe with 
a statistical model based upon unacceptable physical assumptions 
(M c C r e a , 1958). Nevertheless, it is worth asking how such a phenomenon, 
if real, would affect our present discussion.
The phenomenon might mean that the actual universe possesses an 
hierarchical structure. If so, the smoothed-out universe would be 
meaningless. However, at present there is no indication that we need 
to pursue this possibility.
Supposing then the smoothed-out universe still to have significance 
on a sufficiently large scale, it is clear in the first place that a clustering 
of clusters might require some elaboration of the meaning of “neighbour­
ing clusters” for the purposes contemplated in section 7. Further, with 
any particular definition of neighbouring clusters, it must be asked 
whether a pair of neighbours would recede from each other with the rate 
of'cosmical expansion calculated for the smoothed out universe. (For 
various reasons, it appears unnecessary to consider the possibility of the 
clusters being gravitationally bound to each other ; that being so, their 
mutual recession is the cosmical expansion.) The rate might depend, 
say, upon whether the pair belongs to the same cluster of clusters or to 
two different ones.
If the rate of expansion does vary from place to place in the universe, 
depending upon the distribution of clusters, then we should expect that 
the empirical relation between the red-shift and the apparent magnitude 
of galaxies would show differences from one direction in space to another. 
For the sight-line would encounter different groupings of the clusters in 
different directions. Actually, no differences have been found to within 
the accuracy of the observations. There may, moreover, be a simple 
physical reason for this, since the universe may contain much more 
diffuse matter distributed through space between galaxies and blusters 
than there is matter in the galaxies. So the contents of the universe may 
actually be much more nearly uniform than appears from the distribution 
of visible matter alone. For this reason, even a clustering of clusters, if 
real, need not denote a serious departure of the universe from uniformity.
To sum up, some inadequacy of the smoothed-out representation of the 
universe has to be kept in mind as a possibility in any discussion of 
observable relations, but as yet there is nothing to indicate that it is 
not adequate for such relations as we have considered in this paper.
5*
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Appendix I. Evaluation of integrals
W e  consider first the integral leading to (5.10). From (3.5), (5.9) it is
2 6  =
where
tan 0 =
dO n 
— COS0 dO
sin y  siii0
(I)
(2)sin a cos y  -| - cos a sin y  cos 0 
Differentiating (2) to obtain sec“0 dOjdO and again using (2) to evaluate 
sec^ 0, the integrand in (1) is found to be
sin y  cos (9 (cos a sin y  +  sin a cos y  cosO)
1 — (cos a cosy — sin a sin y cosÔ)- 
This may be written in the form 
1  ^ (cosy — cos a) (1 — cos a cosy) ^
2 sin a sin y \ — cos a cos y -f  sin a sin y  cos Ô
(cosy P  cos a) (1 -|- cos a cosy)
1 +  cos a cos y — sin a sin y cos 6
2 cos y
(3)
Remembering that
we find
d2i
M  P  N  cos u (i¥- -  Npi^-
dd 71
1 P  cosa cosy ±  sin oc sin y cosÔ cosy  P  cos a
(,lf > A)
(4)
Using (3), (4) in (1) we obtain 
J.
~2
„ 1 1  — cosy  1 . 1
6/ =  —  7T - ==-^7t cosec a tan y  .sm a sin y
This is (5.10).
Returning to (4.5) and writing
a =  c tanhA , b =  c tanh B  
so that A  >  B and ^ =  cosh A, we obtain
sinh B  sin#
tan0 =
(5)
(6)
(7)
sinh cosh f? +  cosh A sinh B cos#
This is of the form (2 ) but with the constants expressed as hyperbolic 
functions instead of circular functions. Corresponding to (5) we have 
therefore
1 cosh B — I
0  =  -TTTÜ - 7 — i— ,  .  -  —  =  —  XC-
1 — sech B
2 sinh sinh B 2 cosh M tanh tanh B
1 C“ -.o, 20/,-
(8)
using (6). This is (4.6).
ÿ ^ J<r
1 y
—
Fig. 3. Apparent size in special relativity
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Finally, if we let c-> oo in (4.5), so that /5-> 1, we obtain (3.4). Also 
in this limiting case (8) becomes
S  =  hja .
This is (3 .6). But the integral arising from (3.4) is also easy to evaluate 
directly.
Appendix II. Relativistic apparent size
Special relativity. W e  consider first the case of special relativity and 
we use the notation of section 4. Let ‘‘galaxy Q” be a sphere with 
centre Q and proper-radius q; as before, it is fixed in the frame S. W e  
wish to determine the angular 
radius ô as seen by observer 0  at ' 
time tg. Once again, as in figure 2, 
it is sufficient to consider events 
in the spatial plane O x y  or Q x y  
and, in particular, to consider the 
circular section F  of the “galaxy 
Q" in the plane Q x y .
Suppose that observer O sees 
galaxy Q by means of some illu- 
inm^ion beyond Q. Then the angle ô is determined by a photon that 
O would describe as grazing the galaxy. Therefore observer Q must 
describe the path of this photon as being a tangent to F  at some point 
L (figure 3).
Let (^jr, ÿj ,^ t j ) be the event of the photon leaving L, where
Xj^ = — g sind , ÿ L = q G O ^ ô (1)
and J is the angle between the tangent at L and the ^ -axis. Let {xq, ÿg^o)  
be the event of the photon reaching the ^ -axis at Ô, say. Then, from the 
geometry of the figure in the x, ÿ-plane
x g = — q coseed , ÿ g =  0 , c t g =  q cotd . (2)
Let the same events referred to S be (a^ , (%o, o^), respectively.
The condition for the photon to reach 0  at ^  =  tg 0  ^  0 ,  or X g =  0. 
The Lorentz transformation gives X g =  p { x g — atg) ,  ÿ g =  yg,  tg 
=  — aa^o/c^) with =  (1 —  Using (2) and putting X g =  0,
these yield
P a t g s i n ô = q  (3)
and hence
a t L =  q cosecd [1 —  (a/c) cosd] . (4)
Then the Lorentz transformation gives also X j =  cÜl)^ V l =  Vl-
Using (1), (3), (4), these become
^2^ = g cosecd cosd (cosd —  ajc) , yj^= q cosS . (5)
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From the geometry in S  we have
tan (5 =  ijjJ xj:,
and from (5) this becomes
. sin Ô
After some reduction using (3) this may be written
tané -_____________________^  ~ [a"-t?, - f(l - ayc^U'l-- - a-lolc ' <
On putting a =  c tanh A  as in appendix I, this is more compact ly 
expressed by
tan d =  (q/cto) {sinhM cosh A  ([1 —  q^  cosech^ M/c^ (^ ]'/=—  tanh A)}-b (8)
To the first order in (q/afg), if this is small, (7) becomes
= + (9)a to \ c
Putting zl =  2d, 1 =  '2q in accordance with the definitions of all these 
quantities, we see that this is in agreement with (4.9). Equation (7) 'provides 
the exact formula for A if this is required.
It is unlilîcly that d would not be small in any application, but it is 
satisfactory to note from the form of (7) that (4.9) is correct to within 
an error of the order of (q/atg)^.
Discussion. The calculation has been given in the present form because 
of several corrollaries that at least possess academic interest.
(i) It follows from (I), (3) that
\xj} = q^l^ato . (10)
The elementary purely classical result omits the factor /5. Thus, since 
/5 >  1, the relativistic value of \xf \^ is less than the classical value. For 
example, if aii observer travels vertically upwards from the surface of the 
Earth, then at an y  instant he can see some of the Earth's surface beyond the 
classical horizon.
(ii) It may be noted that (6) is the relativistic aberratioii-formula.
(iii) From (7) we see that
tand —> 2qjctQ as a -^  c .
On the other hand, ^ we see from (4.5) that
d -> 0 as a -> c (all 0) .
Thus, according to the mathematics, the “galaxy P ” would be seen 
inside the “galaxy Q", if a is sufficiently large! This is entirely correct 
according to the assumptions. For the assumption (4.2) implies that P  
is inside galaxy Q for sufficiently small t and, by selecting a sufficiently 
large value of a, we should see Q at an arbitrarily early stage in its
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history. However, the assumptions are not meant to be applied to such 
extreme cases. Besides, the values of a for which observations of the 
actual universe are possible come nowhere near the values for which 
these peculiarities would arise.
Oeiioral relativity. The reason we were able to obtain an exact value 
of tan Ô for all values of q in special relativity is that there proper-length 
has an unambiguous meaning. This is not the case in general relativity. 
Therefore, in order to extend formula (5.14) to the case where A is not 
small, we should have to consider various possible interpretations of the 
statement that galaxy Q is a sphere of fixed radius q. The resulting 
investigation would have little interest in the present context. In any 
ease, the physical features that can result from the more general treat­
ment are sufficiently well-illustrated by the use of special relativity.
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